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Letter from the Editor
Dear Reader,
It is my pleasure to invite you to enjoy this 10th anniversary edition of Verbum. Your
support and vested interest over the years have inspired us to continue compiling this unique
publication. Every semester, Verbum receives submissions that challenge, encourage, and
entertain its readers. I am proud to say that the issue you are now holding in your hands has
followed this tradition of literary excellence. Its poetry will stir your emotion, its essays will
provoke your thoughts, and its reflections will kindle your sense of spirituality.
As you browse the pages of this special edition Verbum, I ask that you take time to enjoy
the literary gifts our many authors have given us for this issue. I would like to share with you,
valued reader, a small reflection of my own for you to consider before you begin to read:
We all have those days where we flip through the newspaper or surf the television stations
in hopes of finding something eye catching. When we do find that attention grabber, it tends to
stay in our minds long after we have put the newspaper away or turned the TV off. Though you
may be itching to flip through the pages of this journal as well, I ask that you fully explore the
various works contained in within this issue. After having read this edition of Verbum, I can
gladly say that every piece of writing you will encounter in this compilation will leave an imprint
on your mind.
I would like to thank all of the individuals who made contributions to this issue of
Verbum. I would also like to thank the review boards, compilers, and editors that have
maintained the standard of excellence for this journal that we take such esteem in. I would like to
especially thank Dr. Michael Costanzo for his continued dedication to Verbum. His tireless
efforts have allowed this publication to flourish and attract writers from all disciplines to share
their works with us. Additionally, I would like to thank all of the individuals and organizations
that contributed to the prizes presented to the Verbum writers. Finally, I would like to thank you,
our reader, for your faithful interest in this wonderful journal.
Yours,
Husain Bawany
REST Club President

The first 2 issues of Verbum
Fall 2003 and Spring 2004
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Dr. William Graf
50 AND 10: YEARS TO REMEMBER
My last years in the seminary (1959-1960) were to be academically uneventful until the
faculty and students read the startling announcement: Pope John XXIII Summons an Ecumenical
Council. Ninety years had passed since the last Council and Vatican Council I was the first in
over 300 years. Although we had to go to our textbooks to find out about the workings of a
Council, the students, at least, were excited about the possibilities. In this brief reflection I want
to share some of my memories of Vatican Council II now celebrating its 50th anniversary and
why the 10th anniversary of the first edition of Verbum, a publication of the Religious Studies
Department, would probably not be possible without it.
A small group of us students had been meeting during the late Fifties during our evening
recreation time to discuss possible changes in the liturgy, especially if we could use English
someday or even a newer approach to Scripture reading. At the time good translations were
not available and we were further restricted because most of the Roman Catholic
commentaries were in languages other than English. Additionally, each day for about an hour
priests and deacons recited the Divine Office in Latin. We were wondering (and hoping) if it
could be prayed in English with a better variety of readings. In those small aspects of liturgy
alone we became excited about such possibilities in this new Council, Vatican II.
By the time we were ordained in 1960, the Vatican offices were polling the bishops for
input as to possible topics and areas of concern. The friendly rotund Pope favored a “pastoral
council” free of condemnations or heavy dogmatic pronouncements. “How could the Church
better listen and respond to other Christians seeking peace and a sense of joy?” This was his
vague vision with no specific agenda. Only saints and mystics work this way. Trusting in the Holy
Spirit to bring fresh ideas (an “aggiornamento”) to an entrenched Roman Curia, the equivalent
to our country’s Presidential Cabinet, and a diverse body of dogmatically trained bishops from
across the world was a monumental act of faith. This would be a Council totally different from
any other: it was to be truly worldwide by reason of different languages, cultures, geography,
economic and political conditions. Pope John XXIII, the saintly visionary, trusted in the Spirit to
bring some much needed fresh air into a closed and dusty institution.
When 2500 council fathers (bishops from around the world) gathered in Rome on
October 13, 1962 for the first general session, the Curia-prepared documents were on the table
with the expectation that they would be readily accepted; the Council could conclude its
business after one or two sessions. The aging Pope knew that he had life-threatening cancer
and wanted some assurances that he would see the proposed deliberations end quickly.
However, many of the council fathers, especially from northern Europe, harbored a proven
mistrust of the Curia. The documents and the appointed leadership were challenged and

rejected within the first few days; ultimately the Council was to last for four sessions and not
reach a joyful conclusion until December 8, 1965. The death of the beloved Pope John XXIII
sadly interrupted the Council, but the election of Pope Paul VI guaranteed it would continue.
Memories of those provocative years still excite me. A sense of hope and openness to
different ways (liturgically, socially, ecumenically, for example) that the Church would express
itself sparked lively discussions at priests’ gatherings. With the growing awareness of the
Church’s vision of itself, new approaches surfaced to deal with pressing contemporary issues.
Many of the council fathers, for example, were living under oppressive regimes and hungered
for more religious freedom; others experienced the violence of war and sought new procedures
to work with other communities of good will also seeking a peaceful end to violence.
Recognizing the many gifts of a better educated laity, the majority of the bishops wanted to
find new ways to use those special gifts in the service of the local churches. The word, dialogue,
found its way into honest conversations with equals as well as between divergent groups.
Listening became as important as talking or dictating.
The worldwide gathering of bishops speaking different languages encouraged the
bishops to press for liturgical changes especially to allow for the celebration of the sacraments
in the language of the people: whatever language that might be. Because all public
deliberations were in Latin without translators probably pushed this item to the front of the
agenda. If nothing else, the liturgical language of the people became a language the person in
the pew could hear and speak with greater ease. I remember the smiles and excitement of
those first weeks when celebrating Mass with people and, shortly later, facing them for the
length of the Mass. Reluctant singing, at first, became more enthusiastic as we learned newer
hymns in English-some of which were formerly forbidden to be sung or played in church. The
biblical concept of the priesthood of the faithful took on sensible meaning when lay people,
men and women, proclaimed the Scripture readings and served as extraordinary ministers of
the Eucharist with many taking Holy Communion to the sick and homebound.
I was lucky to have a pastor who reminded us associates that our call was to do “what is
best for the people.” He enthusiastically embraced each change and sometimes anticipated the
next change with a prophetic “we’ll be doing it soon anyways.” Perhaps his formal theology was
less than current, but it was a pastoral theology of making the gospel real for the people.
Seldom did I see him with a textbook in hand, but I discovered how he read and studied the
needs of the people. For me, he preached and practiced what the documents were saying: “the
Church is the people of God.” The best leaders were servants who listened; we could best
serve our parishioners by listening. Many of us, at the time, were learning a new approach to
theology, liturgy, and Scripture as 16 different documents were voted upon and released over
the 4 years of the council’s deliberations. The guidelines for their interpretation would come
later. Meanwhile, we improvised on our own or, after checking with the neighboring pastors,
tried to provide guidance by listening to each other. The spirit of the council fathers, at least the
vast majority, instilled new life in the Church that was exciting, challenging, freeing, powerfully
Spirit-filled that encouraged a pastoral approach in light of the vision of John XXIII.
As the Council meetings continued, there were official press releases. However, we
young Council-watchers found our “real” source of information in Xavier Rynne’s (a
pseudonym) series of magazine articles (and later, books) detailing the disagreements and
intrigue taking place in the meeting rooms and hallways. In Rochester a few of the priests were

lucky to read Bishop Casey’s letters to his parishioners. As an auxiliary bishop of Rochester and
pastor of Sacred Heart Cathedral, his insights and the thoughtful reflections of his own
experiences in Rome spoke eloquently of his own change of heart as he witnessed the power of
the Spirit during the four lively sessions. Bishop Casey took the Council’s actions seriously and
implemented them with true pastoral concern. These unofficial letters and articles fed the
readers’ hunger for the kind of changes that would strengthen the new roles of the laity and
bishops in the local churches. Many good bishops set the pace for an enlivened Church. Shortly
after the Council ended, Archbishop Fulton Sheen became our local bishop. His announced
vision was to make the Diocese of Rochester a Vatican II church. Dialogue was the new way of
conducting business in his final words to the priests of the diocese upon his retirement, he
apologized for the times he had failed the process. Even the apology by a bishop was new and
was warmly accepted.
By the time the Council was over, I had moved to a new and fortuitous assignment. I
became part of an ecumenical and inter-religious group in Ithaca. I was in Campus Ministry at
Ithaca College. In those days we called it “Newman work” because it was done under the
patronage and inspiration of the 19th century convert, John Henry Newman. I also assisted at
the local downtown parish. Neighboring ministers, younger priests, and rabbis gathered for
serious discussions ranging from the mission of church, the role of ministry, celibacy and a
married clergy, education of young people, the role of the lay person in church/synagogue
governance. The meetings were always lively, but even more, the meetings encouraged each us
because we listened to each other. No one of us had the answer to any question. We
surprisingly discovered that we, like the people we served, were all pilgrims on a journey. The
shepherds needed each other to reach our common goal in peace and with integrity. Unity that
brings peace is possible.
A welcome contribution of the Second Vatican Council was a greater appreciation of
biblical studies. Most of us priests studied Scripture much like we had studied chemistry or
Dante with little appreciation of its vital connections to theology and the liturgy. Again, there
was the hunger. Study groups surfaced, but there was a dearth of books. Biblical Study Weeks
became available. Groups of priests from Rochester traveled hundreds of miles to hear a series
of lectures from rising biblical superstars. I remember one summer evening well-over 45 priests
from Rochester dined together for a festive meal just outside Chicago to exchange ideas about
the course of biblical studies that had brought us 600 miles from home. Prayer services using
biblical texts for prayer and reflection, thus replacing popular devotions and novenas, became a
common experience for many parishes. The Jerusalem Bible, its translation and especially the
scholarly footnotes, was our “must have book” for study and private prayer.
As I write these memories, the joy and challenge of those times still excite me. For me,
they were the good old days. I remember how difficult it was to change and harder even to
encourage change in our places of worship. Although we were warned that we will probably be
changing for the rest of our lives, we wanted some constants in our life. Upon reflection, those
constants were always there. We were too busy changing “things” to reflect on the reason for
change or to see how change can help us appreciate the meaning of the message which does
not change. Subsequent events forced me and many of my generation to deeper reflection and
contemplation of that same message.

Forty years later Fr. Michael Costanzo initiated Verbum, a journal of student and faculty
papers, photographs, essays, and poetry. The cover design of its logo and the makeup of the
journal reflect its ecumenical and inter-religious focus. The opportunity for faculty and
students, past and present, to articulate a variety of informed opinions about their religious
views and traditions illustrates the Vatican Council’s philosophy of religious freedom of
conscience and expression. Each semester Fr. Costanzo has taken on the task to edit and
publish Verbum initially seeking outside funding and, more recently, with the support of
Student Government and the Religious Studies Club. One semester, from his sick bed while
recovering from a heart attack, Fr. Costanzo still made the publication deadline. How much we
owe him for his relentless commitment these past 10 years!
What has impressed me over the years was the fact that the publication was allembracing not only of authors, but also of titles. Photographic art and poetry illustrated the
faith and religious beliefs of a wide variety of contributors in creative and new ways. During this
tenth year of publication, our department extends our deepest gratitude to Fr. Costanzo and
the many people whose talents made Verbum possible. Bookshelves contain a great number of
books and documents reflecting the work of Vatican Council II; this small journal reflects its
spirit.
William Graf
Chair of the Religious Studies Department
William and Helen Cavanaugh Chair of Catholic Studies

Blue Moon over Rochester, NY – August 31st, 2012
(Photo by MC)

Dr. John Colacino
The Second Vatican Council Fifty Years Later:
Achievements and Challenges
St. Bernard’s School of Theology and Ministry; October 24, 2012
Part 1
I would like to begin this lecture with a personal perspective followed by some introductory comments
concerning the ongoing “clash of interpretations” surrounding Vatican II and its documents, followed by a brief
survey of each document noting some of its achievements and, in my opinion, ongoing challenges.
First off, in the interests of full disclosure, I was in Sister Mary Marina’s first grade class when the Council
opened in October of 1962. The only memory I have of that time were the “duck and cover” drills we had in the
basement of St. Michael’s School in Newark should a nuclear war break out, as the Cuban Missile Crisis took place
that very same month. So I am too young to have been part of the “good old days” of the 40s and 50s, likewise the
heady days of “the 60s,” (Woodstock happened between seventh and eighth grade). Yet, I am too old to have been a
soldier in training for the battles that were shaping up in the 80s and 90s.
Alas, I am a creature of the “sandwiched ‘70s’” which, despite their reputation for lassitude, provided me
with a memorable religious foundation. Among other things, a vibrant parish community, one that also held two
rummage sales every year at which I was able to purchase books for a dime apiece -- books I think were being
tossed out by those living in the rectory and convent. So I had the opportunity to read things like de Lubac’s
Splendor of the Church, Dom Boylan’s This Tremendous Lover, Abbot Marmion’s Christ the Life of the Soul,
Maritain’s Elements of Christian Philosophy, and, of course, a Kempis’ Imitation of Christ. That solid, if
“traditional,” foundation has remained with me, along with the more “progressive” experience of church I enjoyed
in my high school years due to renewal movements like Teen Seminar.
By the time I was ordained in 1980, however, the contest for the “real Council” was underway and, frankly,
I have always felt caught in the middle: symbolized by a double ordination, so to speak -- directly at the hands of
Matthew Clark, and indirectly, through him, by Bl. John Paul II. Hence, to half the world I look somewhat
conservative, and to the other, rather liberal. But I consider myself neither, as I hope my subsequent comments will
bear out.
Let me say something now about the opposing views of the Council that have emerged. They were present,
you know, from its second meeting on October 13, 1962 when the Council’s first “general congregation” met, only
to adjourn after less than an hour, which included Mass! Cardinals Liénart and Frings (Frings accompanied by his
peritus Joseph Ratzinger) spearheaded the effort to postpone for several days the election of members of the
conciliar commissions to allow episcopal conferences and other groups of bishops the opportunity to consider the
best candidates for these bodies, since they would be responsible for preparing the texts the Council would consider
for adoption.
The effort--to the sustained applause of the assembled bishops--by Liénart and Frings to win more time to
consider the elected candidates for these commissions was in direct conflict with the plan of the curialists to proceed
immediately. This was the first of the “revolutionary” events on the part of the more progressive bishops of the
Central European Bloc also known as “the World Alliance” when African and Latin American bishops sympathetic
to its views were added: all of course trying to thwart the hoped for hegemony of their more conservatives
counterparts. In the words of Andrea Riccardi,
The fundamental choice that had to be made at the beginning of the Council was whether it was to govern
itself…. [If it did not, the] result would have been to establish a continuity between the preconciliar work
and the Council itself, which would thereby have automatically accepted the schema[s] already prepared. In

this way, the choice made by the Curia during the preparatory phase would have been confirmed (Alberigo,
History of Vatican II, vol. II, 26).
Please note that pesky word, “continuity.” This has become a buzzword in the current debates about the
Council, between the partisans of a “hermeneutic of continuity” and a so-called “hermeneutic of rupture,” or at least
“discontinuity.” This is the core of the issue in the dispute with the Society of St. Pius X, which will only accept the
Council where it can be clearly demonstrated to be in continuity with the past, especially in areas of liturgy,
ecclesiology and ecumenism. Despite valiant efforts at a rapprochement (some would say, bending over backwards),
neither John Paul II nor Benedict XVI has been able to secure an agreement with the heirs to Marcel Lefevbre that
the Council, while always to be interpreted in the light of (capital T) Tradition, is nonetheless in harmony with that
Tradition. While the partisans of, let’s call them “Continuitists-in-Discontinuity,” in appealing to the principles of
doctrinal development allow that, in fact, the Council cannot be seen in all respects to accord with Catholic teaching
in the post-Tridentine period. The pope himself has said that there was a “blending, at different levels, of continuity
and discontinuity” and that it is in a “combination” of these that “the very nature of true reform consists” (Address
to the Roman Curia; December 22, 2005).
More recently, another lens through which to see the differing interpretations has been mentioned, namely a
more Platonizing neo-Augustinian lens and a more Aristotelian neo-Thomist lens: the former seeing things through a
more a priori and idealized perspective and the other a more a posteriori and empirical one. This would account for
the difference between those who want Lumen gentium to be the interpretative control on the Council as a whole and
those who would prefer Gaudum et spes to provide that service – the so-called ad intra treatment of the church
versus its ad extra counterpart.
What I find interesting in this view of things is how it suggests yet another factor at work, a psychological
one, stemming from the typological theory of Carl Jung who, when writing his seminal book, Psychological Types
(on which the Myers-Briggs typology would be based) spent a considerable time, believe it or not, in showing how
theological disputes in Christianity are, in part, rooted in well-known personality differences among human beings. I
would like to quote from the frontispiece of that book which, in its own way, points out how we all tend to favor
Plato-Augustine or Aristotle-Thomas, along with their differing attitudes of introversion and extraversion. It is a
quote that I think sheds some further light on “which Council” you might prefer:
Plato and Aristotle! These are not merely two systems; they are two types of two distinct human natures,
which from time immemorial, under every aspect of disguise, stand more or less inimically opposed. The
whole medieval world in particular was riven by this conflict, which persists down to the present day, and
which forms the most essential content of the history of the Christian Church. Although under other names,
it is always of Plato and Aristotle that we speak. Visionary, mystical, Platonic natures disclose Christian
ideas and the corresponding symbols from the fathomless depths of their souls. Practical, orderly,
Aristotelian natures build out of these ideas and symbol a fixed system, a dogma and a cult. Finally the
Church embraces both natures, one of them entrenched in the clergy and the other in monasticism, but both
keeping up a constant feud (Collected Works, Vol. 6, quoting Heine)
So it is not an easy matter, in the words of Benedict XVI in his apostolic letter announcing the Year of
Faith that began on October 11, “to interpret and implement [the Council] guided by a right hermeneutic [so the
Council] can be and can become increasingly powerful for the ever necessary renewal of the Church" (Porta fidei,
no. 5). The pope, moreover, would not have us lose sight of the Council texts themselves, noting with his
predecessor how they "have lost nothing of their value or brilliance” (ibid) and most recently, in the homily that
opened the Year of Faith, he noted how “the true legacy of Vatican II is to be found in [the Council documents
themselves]”.
And so we turn to a consideration of the 16 documents variously issued as constitutions, decrees or
declarations. I will treat some of them rather cursorily and others with a bit more detail, but for each I will suggest
some of what, in my view, they have achieved and, secondly, where they still pose unmet challenges for the church
a half century later – an hermeneutic of aggiornamento, if you will. I will treat the documents in the approximate
order of their promulgation and the accompanying slides will remind you of their content.
One hardly knows how to begin with the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, the achievements are so
manifold: vernacularization of the rites, the enhanced participation of all in the assembly, the enrichment of the
lectionaries and sacramentaries, the simplification of the calendar, the renewal of preaching, the restoration of the
chalice to the laity, the expansion of liturgical ministries, etc. This goes almost without saying.
As for challenges, there are plenty, far too many to name but a few. In doing so, I am responding to what
has come to be known as “the reform of the reform” whose views are daily available on the blog New Liturgical

Movement, founded and edited by Shawn Tribe. Its foil, another blog called Pray Tell: Worship, Wit and Wisdom,
represents liturgical sympathies largely in line with the Collegeville Benedictines. From the reform of the reform
side, I would maintain that the frequently bemoaned loss of the sense of the sacred and transcendent in our liturgies
is a crucial issue deserving very serious attention. Whether this requires a resurrection of pre-conciliar liturgical
forms is, however, debatable. From the other side, I am not always convinced that those who are largely content
with liturgical developments since the Council (except for the new translation of the Roman Missal!) are always
honest about what in my view has been, and remains, deplorable. The one area frequently cited as the neuralgic sore
spot between these camps is music and, I must confess, here I am sympathetic with the so-called new liturgical
movement. But whether a steady diet of Gregorian chant and polyphony is the sole response to the present state of
liturgical music is another question.
The restoration of the Extraordinary Form alongside the Ordinary Form of course poses not a few
challenges and perhaps some opportunities, despite the former’s limited appeal. It seems to me the partisans of the
classic form see the pope’s stated desire to have the two forms mutually enrich each other as mostly a one-way
street. Be that as it may, I suspect that we are in for a period of hybridization whose results might issue in a fourth
typical edition of the Roman Missal where for example, the previous offertory prayers at Mass could reappear as an
option just as the 1962 version should be enriched by many of the new texts in the current one.
A more thorough approach would, in my opinion, follow the suggestions made by the recently-deceased
liturgical scholar, László Dobszay, in his The Restoration and Organic Development of the Roman Rite in which he
calls for starting over, while making use of the lessons learned in the half century since the Constitution. Now I do
not think you can really start from scratch. However, what I find attractive in his proposal is a desire to see a unified
Roman rite take its cue from the classic form, but to make considerable allowance for variation in the guise of local
uses, customaries and options. I would recommend his challenging work, which, if ever implemented, would
probably take a fifth or sixth typical edition of the Missal to evolve. Stay tuned. Liturgical reform is ever a work in
progress.
Moving on, I have always found it interesting that the other document to emanate from the Council’s
Second Session was the Decree on the Mass Media. No one could have predicted fifty years ago the revolution to
take place in communications, from the role of satellites to the World Wide Web. I recall the first time I heard a
pope’s voice--the message sent by Paul VI in 1975 to Americans played in churches on the occasion of Mother
Seton’s canonization. Who could have imagined then the media attention that would be paid to John Paul
“Superstar” in his globetrotting, making the image and voice of the pope commonplace? Or the instantaneous
availability of church documents on the Internet, or the burgeoning world of online religion? So there was
something prescient in this document’s timing, especially its insistence that Catholics be expert in the use of various
media for the advancement of the Reign of God. I quote here but one passage from Inter mirifica:
It would be shameful if by their inactivity Catholics allowed the word of God to be silenced or obstructed
by the technical difficulties which these media present, and by their admittedly enormous cost. For this
reason this Holy Synod reminds them that they have the obligation to maintain and assist catholic
newspapers, periodicals, film-projects, radio and television stations and programs (no. 17; Austin Flannery
translation).
As for challenges, one might argue when it comes to print and online media, a wide variety of resources is
available from a broad spectrum of Catholic life. But when it comes to television and radio, what is available seems
in my view to be highly idiosyncratic and could easily give the impression of a monolithic Catholicism little
reflective of the complexities of the church today. Then there’s what Gerardo Marti is calling the “Wi-Fi Church of
the Future.” To which I think I already belong. For instance, I regularly download the services of two Benedictine
monasteries, one in Italy and the other in France as well as those placed daily on the Vatican’s website. This is how
I typically pray the Divine Office using either my IPod or I Pad. The question arises, however, as to whether I am
praying “with” these communities, even though their prayer has been “over” for several hours or longer by the time
I make use of their apps or websites. Think about it.
We come now to the Third Session, beginning with Lumen gentium. We cannot do even minimal justice to
the achievements represented by the Dogmatic Constitution on the Church. I will mention three items, beginning
with the reordering of its chapter topics when compared to the pre-conciliar schema circulated by the Vatican as
well as the Constitution’s own drafts. Whereas Cardinal Ottaviani’s preparatory schema entitled its first chapter,
“The Nature of the Church Militant,” emphasizing the church’s visible structures, and the second draft during the
Council placed the chapter on the hierarchy ahead of one entitled “The People of God and the Laity in Particular,”
the document eventually promulgated in its third recension would have its own chapter on the people of God,

treating the church comprehensively, before enumerating the various distinctions among its members. All this
would have great symbolic and ecclesiological significance.
Yet, in my view, even more remarkable was placing in first place a chapter on the church as mystery and
sacrament. For centuries, Catholic ecclesiology, in its defensive posture against certain positions of the Reformers,
focused in a lop-sided fashion on the visible structures of the church. In the words of St. Robert Bellarmine, “The
one true Church is as visible and palpable as the Kingdom of France or the republic of Venice” (De Contoversiis,
1588).
To be fair, Pius XII, in his encyclical on the church, Mystici Corporis Christi, had already signaled that
“the social structure of the Christian community, though it proclaims the wisdom of its divine Architect, still
remains something inferior when compared to the spiritual gifts which give it beauty and life, and to the divine
source whence they flow” (no. 63). Yet the Council, in beginning with the category of mystery, seems to place its
emphasis where it had not been for a very long time.
Which leads to a corollary: namely, that the simple identification of the Church of Christ with the Catholic
Church requires some nuance. Whereas Pius had somewhat begrudgingly noted how non-Catholic Christians “have
a certain relationship with the Mystical Body of the Redeemer, they still remain deprived of those many heavenly
gifts and helps which can only be enjoyed in the Catholic Church,” (no. 103) the Council, by contrast, would affirm
that the Church of Christ “constituted and organized as a society in the present world, subsists in the Catholic
Church, which is governed by the successor of Peter and by the bishops in communion with him. Nevertheless,
many elements of sanctification and of truth are found outside its visible confines” (no. 8). All this strikes me as a
far cry from the ecclesiological positivism and absolutism that characterized the Tridentine period.
As for challenges, well, I have to wonder fifty years later whether the famous intervention of Bishop De
Smedt of Bruges, Belgium and his criticism of the original schema’s tone still holds true to a large extent in the
practical experience of day-to-day life in the church, namely that the triumvirate of “clericalism, juridicism, and
triumphalism” continues to characterize all too much of our life together.
We move now to the Decree on the Catholic Eastern Churches. The Council attempted to ensure that all
Catholics understand how “individual Churches, both eastern and western…are…of equal rank” (no. 3). The
Decree sought, moreover, to put the brakes on all subtle and overt attempts to Latinize the Catholic East. Hence, the
forceful statement that, “….the Churches of the east like those of the west have the right and duty to govern
themselves according to their own special disciplines” (no. 5).
I have an anecdote illustrating how much needs to be done from the Latin side to raise awareness of even
the existence of the Eastern Catholic Churches. I used to give an annual retreat for the lay associates of my
community at a retreat house near Hamilton, Ontario run by Ukrainian Catholic nuns. One year they were having
Sunday liturgy in their chapel at the same time we were going to have Mass, so I asked if my group could join them
instead. They agreed and I gave my folks a little catechesis on the Eastern rites including the fact that the priest who
would be celebrating was married, that you could go to Communion, etc. Well, at the end of the service one of my
ladies went up to one of the nuns and said, “Thank you, Sister; I’m sure someday we’ll all be one!”
This is a nice lead-in to the Decree on Ecumenism! Achievements are many: even before the Council John
XXIII had established the Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity under the leadership of Cardinal Bea;
ecumenical guests were invited to be observers at the Council sessions; during the Council Paul VI and Athenagoras
I, Patriarch of Constantinople, rescinded the excommunications of 1054 and of course there have been countless
dialogues, directories, encounters and documents highlighting the Catholic Church’s irrevocable commitment to
ecumenism.
As for the decree itself, I can think of few clearer examples of development of doctrine than the movement
from an “either you’re in or you’re out” of the “One True Church” approach to one that recognizes “degrees of
communion” among Christians who, presumably, belong to the one church of Christ. Hence, the Decree notes how,
“….all who have been justified by faith in baptism are incorporated into Christ; they therefore have a right to be
called Christians, and with good reason are accepted as sisters and brothers by the children of the Catholic
Church…. Moreover, some, even very many of the most significant elements and endowments which together go to
build up and give life to the church itself, can exist outside the visible boundaries of the Catholic Church…. It
follows that the separated churches and communities as such, though we believe they suffer from the defects already
mentioned, have been by no means deprived of significance and importance in the mystery of salvation. For the
Spirit of Christ has not refrained from using them as means of salvation which derive their efficacy from the very
fullness of grace and truth entrusted to the Catholic Church” (no. 3).
And a half-century later, where are we? Stalled, I think. The hope and optimism of that time has met with
unexpected obstacles as other churches and communities have charted new courses in the areas of women’s access
to leadership roles, human sexuality, and the ever-troublesome question of authority in the church.

Is there a way forward? Possibly, but only if the Catholic Church were to relativize the status of the
councils of the second millennium along the lines of “general synods of the Western church” as Paul VI himself
once referred to them (letter to Cardinal Willebrands; October 19, 1974). After all, to use a favorite metaphor of
John Paul II, if the one Church of Christ breathes with its two lungs, Eastern and Western, then could these councils
reliably be thought to have had the full oxygenation of the Spirit? Such a re-evaluation of the full ecumenicity of the
Councils held since II Nicea could move the Catholic and Orthodox Churches to embrace the implications of the
cancelled excommunications and restore full communion perhaps by 2054, the millennium anniversary of the Great
Schism. As for the separations of the Sixteenth Century, more time will be needed.
We move now to the prodigious output of the Council’s Fourth Session, beginning with the Decree on the
Pastoral Office of Bishops in the Church. As is well known the interruption of the First Vatican Council created an
imbalance in that the papacy was given virtually all its attention leaving a full treatment of the episcopacy
unfinished. The Second Vatican Council sought to restore balance through, among other things, its teaching on
bishops enjoying “the fullness of the sacrament of orders” (no. 15) thus settling the question of whether bishops
were simply priests with additional faculties. Then there’s its teaching on collegiality and the role of the pope as
head of the college of bishops as well as encouraging new structures such as the Synod of Bishops and strengthening
existing ones such as episcopal conferences. All this has served to clarify and enhance the office of bishop.
Challenges of course are abundant. I will mention three: while many of the Council Fathers sought to
lessen the influence and power of the church’s central administrative apparatus, the Roman Curia, I wonder whether
a similar problem of excessive centralization and bureaucracy exists in many dioceses, effectively violating the
principle of subsidiarity when it comes to pastors and parishes. Secondly, there is the difficulty of the frayed
relationship between bishops and priests resulting from the scandals, making the following words of Christus
Dominus problematic: “[Bishops] should regard [priests] as sons and friends…. [They] should be compassionate and
helpful to those priests who are in any kind of danger or who have failed in some respect” (no. 16). And finally,
there is what I call the impending bishop shortage. As the number of priests continues to shrink, there is a
correspondingly smaller pool from which suitable candidates for the episcopacy can be drawn. That, coupled with
the Vatican’s own admission that many priests decline the nomination, makes for situations where less than ideal
people are going to be appointed. This is already apparent in religious orders.
Which brings me to the Decree on the Up-to-Date Renewal of Religious Life. It is well known that
religious congregations took up the Council’s call to return “to the primitive inspiration of the institutes” and to
promote “their adaptation to the changed conditions of our time” (no. 2). This recovery of the founding charism has
brought about new approaches to formation, new constitutions and customaries, new avenues of ministry, new
models of living, new associations for joining the laity to their spirituality and mission – and alas, in the West, a
dearth of members.
There are many factors at work here. Let me mention two that I think are relevant. Firstly, orders, more of
women than men, were not able to identify equivalent replacements with the same evocative and attractive power
held by the religious habit, a corporate apostolate and a distinctive community life. Well-intentioned experiments
that eventually became the norm led, I fear, to a lack of cohesion and clarity of purpose making it difficult for young
people especially to see what it was that made religious life something identifiable and worthwhile.
Secondly, many communities were the result of what might be called a Tridentine inspiration – foundations
consistent with the dominant ethos following the Council of Trent. And while I believe the great charisms of
Benedict and Scholastica, Francis and Clare, Dominic and Catherine, and Ignatius will survive, it also seems to me
that the ethos consequent upon the Second Vatican Council calls for its own form of consecrated life – where, rather
than the profession of the evangelical counsels leading to lay forms such as Third Orders, a Council that reaffirmed
the primacy of baptism and a universal call to holiness will probably give rise to mixed movements of primarily lay
men and women out of which some people will be ordained and some will profess vows: In other words, the
opposite of the past. This is already happening in the so-called new ecclesial movements such as Focolare,
Communion and Liberation, the Neo-Catechumenal Way, Madonna House, Heart’s Home, Sant’Egidio and others.
A special challenge for the post-Tridentine communities facing the real possibility of extinction is, in my view, to do
all they can to encourage and bolster their lay associates and to begin serious discussion, including canonical and
legal provisions, whereby their charism and mission can continue in what will be primarily or even exclusively a lay
form.
I would say something similar about the next document, the Decree on the Training of Priests. The
seminary system as we have known it was a quintessentially Tridentine product, appropriate for the times. Whether
the Second Vatican Council would naturally give rise to something else is, I believe, a valid question. In particular,
it seems to me the Council’s emphasis on the spiritual and pastoral formation of seminarians, in addition to
theological studies, might be better implemented in a less institutional setting, one more integral to the diocese in

which they will eventually serve: something like religious communities do in their houses of formation. This would
more or less follow the so-called “Paris model” instituted by then-Cardinal Lustiger – a model whereby seminarians
live in smaller communities, often proximate to a parish setting, while attending classes at a local theologate. This
model also includes a propaedeutic year devoted exclusively to spiritual formation, and pastoral training permeates
the whole of the program of priestly formation. This model has been adapted here in the US in the Archdiocese of
Denver and more recently in Toronto – and seems like it would be a good fit for Rochester as well.
And while seminaries have no doubt made strides in updating their curriculum, I do not get the sense that
the following wish of the Council has yet been achieved: “The pastoral concern which should characterize the whole
formation program also requires that students be especially trained in what is relevant to the sacred ministry, that is,
in catechesis and preaching, liturgy and administration of the sacraments, works of charity, meeting the needs of
those in error and of unbelievers, and in all other pastoral duties. Let them be carefully trained in the art of directing
souls, through which all members of the church can be guided towards a fully committed and apostolic Christian life
and helped to fulfill the duties of their state” (no. 19). My sense is that future priests are still given a mostlydoctrinal preparation, however important that is.
From the training of priests, we move more broadly to the Declaration on Christian Education which
reminds us of the church’s “grave obligation to see to the moral and religious education of all its children” (no. 7) –
including “the vital importance” (no. 8) it attaches to Catholic schools. We are all aware of the challenges these
have faced since the Council. The parochial elementary school where I went recently closed its doors. Perhaps the
time has come, as instanced recently in Philadelphia, for Catholic education to be more and more a primarily lay
initiative overseen by independent lay boards.
As we enter therefore into a new phase of the church’s educational ministry of the young in particular, I
would highlight the document’s assertion that “[c]hief among” her endeavors “is catechetical instruction, which
illumines and strengthens the faith, develops a life of harmony with the spirit of Christ, stimulates a conscious and
fervent participation in the liturgical mystery, and encourages people to take an active part in the apostolate” (no. 4).
I have often wondered what it would be like if we devoted even a fraction of the resources traditionally allotted to
Catholic schools to building first-rate, life-long catechetical programs, including a much better prepared,
professionally trained and compensated staff of teachers over and beyond DREs, thus raising the profile and
importance of the ministry of catechist among lay ecclesial ministers.
Part 2
Few documents could have foreseen its ever-growing relevance more than the Declaration on the Relation
of the Church to Non-Christian Religions. The declaration’s affirmation that, “The Catholic Church rejects nothing
of what is true and holy in [other] religions. It has a high regard for the manner of life and conduct, the precepts and
doctrines which, although differing in many ways from its own teaching, nevertheless often reflect a ray of that truth
which enlightens all men and women” (no. 2) paved the way for a new style of relating to the world’s religions.
What began as a document intended to address relations between the Catholic Church and the Jewish people ended
up having a broader vision. One might argue, however, that its teaching on Judaism had the more revolutionary
impulse given its repudiation of supercessionism, the charge of deicide, all forms of anti-Semitism and its clear
acknowledgement that Christianity emerges from an indisputable Jewish matrix.
Other fruits of the Declaration include spawning a host of official channels designed to promote study,
dialogue and understanding among the world’s religions under the overall aegis of the Pontifical Council for
Interreligious Dialogue. And who can forget the Assisi gatherings for peace of world religious leaders initiated by
Pope John Paul and continued by his successor? The Rochester area has been a model for interreligious dialogue
with numerous initiatives, including the Catholic Diocese’s official agreements with Jews and Muslims.
As for challenges? The church continues to need a theology of religions that, on the one hand, avoids the
simplistic approaches of relativism and indifferentism where the religions are homogenized and real differences are
glossed over in favor of some purported common denominator (often a lowest common denominator) and, on the
other hand, gives expression to the Christian distinctive in ways that are less tied to particular historical and cultural
forms that often distort the faith and render it virtually incomprehensible to others. The Chinese rites controversy of
the Sixteenth Century ought to be a constant reminder of how a narrowly construed Christianity tied to contingent
forms blocks the Gospel’s universalistic impulses. The work of people like Henri Le Saux and Bede Griffiths in
India and Charles de Foucauld among Muslims seems to me worthy models of an approach whose hallmark is
presence.
Which brings me to another challenge. I feel that the person in the pew has not really taken up the
challenge of crossing religious divides as these more rarefied attempts have, whether ecumenical or interfaith. I
might ask, for instance, when was the last time you attended a Christian service of another denomination, visited a
synagogue on Shabbat, found yourself in a mosque or gurudwara, or visited one of the local Hindu or Buddhist

centers. I encourage everyone to get out of their religious comfort zone and venture forth to meet “the religious
other.”
The Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation marked some important watersheds in Catholic life:
moving away from a notion of revelation as a series of propositions to one more rooted in salvation history; a
balanced approach to the relationship between Scripture and Tradition; affirming the primacy of Scripture and
encouraging its study by all, including the use of modern biblical methods. So we are very far from the days when
in his motu proprio, Praestantia Scripturae, Pope Pius X “declare[d] and decree[d] that all are bound in conscience
to submit to the decisions of the Biblical Commission relating to doctrine, which have been given in the past and
which shall be given in the future…. nor can all those escape the note of disobedience or temerity, and consequently
of grave sin, who in speech or writing contradict such decisions…” And for those who did, he prescribed
excommunication latae sententiae reserved to the Roman Pontiff (November 18, 1907).
And what do we find among the decisions of the Biblical Commission? That Moses was the chief author of
the Pentateuch; that the first three chapters of Genesis contain accounts of actual events which correspond to
historical truth; that David was the principal author of the Psalter; that the Book of Isaiah must be attributed to
himself alone; that the Gospel of Matthew was completed before Paul came to Rome; that Luke’s Gospel was
written before the siege of Jerusalem and that the Gospel of John contains properly and truly discourses of our Lord
himself and not theological compositions of the writer. I could go on and on about proscribed views now taken for
granted for which no threats of excommunication are being made by the pope toward those who hold them.
(http://www.pugiofidei.com/PBC.htm; cited passim; accessed October 14, 2012).
All of which raises some interesting questions about one of Dei Verbum’s better-known passages where we
read that “sacred tradition, sacred scripture and the magisterium of the church are so connected and associated that
one of them cannot stand without the others” (no. 10). The controversies at the time of the so-called Modernist
Crisis should alert us to how carefully we must assess that connection and in particular teachings that do not rise to
the level of dogmatic definitions de fide. Pope Pius X’s willingness to extend the authority of his ordinary
magisterium to a Commission whose views are now almost entirely seen to have been wrong should serve as a
cautionary tale. For instance, the source of much discontent in the postconciliar period has arisen when teachings
proposed as definitive are said to belong to the ordinary universal magisterium of pope and bishops, and hence
infallible.1 But the question of how precisely to ascertain what the college of bishops, past and present, has taught,
is an ongoing challenge. To question, moreover, the manner of concluding that a teaching has a certain status is
more than an evasive technicality or ploy to permit dissent over teachings claimed to be non-reformable. It touches
the very core of what we mean by “divine revelation” and those teachings, now rejected, about the Bible itself are a
case in point.
The Decree on the Apostolate of Lay People develops some aspects of what Lumen gentium had already
taught about Christ’s lay faithful in its respective chapter. So this decree is not about the laity per se, but about the
apostolic task committed by the Lord to the laity as its title indicates. Note I said “by the Lord,” as one of the
decree’s contributions was to dispel the notion, reminiscent of Catholic Action, that the laity merely undertakes by
authorized extension what is really the apostolate of the hierarchy. Instead, “Lay people’s right and duty to be
apostles derives from their union with Christ their head. Inserted as they are in the mystical body of Christ by
baptism and strengthened by the power of the Holy Spirit in confirmation, it is by the Lord himself that they are
assigned to the apostolate” (no. 3). The Council goes on to note how the laity “exercise their apostolate therefore in
the world as well as in the church, in the temporal order as well as the spiritual” (no. 5).
With regard to the latter venue for lay mission, clearly there has been a revolution since the Council. Under
the term “lay ecclesial ministry,” with laymen and women working in communion with the ordained and forming a
true ministerium of the local church, there has been nothing short of a transformation, in this country at least, of our
understanding of service in the church. CARA recently reported that the number of professionally trained lay
ecclesial ministers increased by 76 percent between 1992 and 2010. To this one must add how structures such as
1

Lumen gentium had already dealt with this topic when it taught that bishops “proclaim infallibly the
doctrine of Christ doctrine when, even though dispersed through the world, but maintaining among themselves and
with Peter’s successor the bond of communion, in authoritatively teaching matters to do with faith and morals, they
are in agreement that a particular teaching must be adhered to with the obedience of faith” (no. 25). Please note, in
addition, that given the pastoral nature of this Council and the generally held view that it issued no infallible
teaching, we have a paradoxical case in LG where something is taught about the infallibility of the universal
ordinary magisterium that is not itself infallible.

parish and diocesan pastoral councils, along with the occasional synod, have given the laity a voice that was lacking
before.
So far so good. But it’s that other venue -- “in the world” -- where much remains to be done, since the
Council taught that the “renewal of the temporal order” was the laity’s “distinctive task” (no. 7). I will share two
telling anecdotes that get at the challenge. My father, whom I would describe as a “Knights of Columbus Catholic”
remarked to me one Sunday after Mass how, “I could be a layman too like that guy who read at Mass this morning if
I wanted to be.” The other was when a diocesan official asked pastors on a given Sunday to recognize the “active
laity” in the parish, to be called out at Mass and given some kind of blessing. So the usual suspects were asked to
stand: lectors, ministers of Communion, catechists, etc. Left sitting in the back of the church was a cousin of mine –
like my father – who had what I can only call a special charism of care for the sick. As soon as he heard someone he
knew was in the hospital, off he went to visit. The notion of lay mission was truncated that day and reinforced the
idea that what really matters is whether you are “active in the parish.” This decree has a far broader vision that in
my view has hardly begun to be implemented.
The Declaration on Religious Liberty, as you know, has been viewed as “the American contribution” to the
Council owing to the groundbreaking work of Fr. John Courtney Murray. It is also one of those places in the
Council documents where you can see a development of doctrine taking place. Whereas Pius IX had reprobated the
view that “liberty of conscience and worship is each man's personal right, which ought to be legally proclaimed and
asserted in every rightly constituted society” (Quanta cura, no. 3), the declaration makes the quantum leap, owing to
the inviolable dignity of the human person, that even if error has no rights, people do. As 19th Century American
Catholic convert Orestes Brownson – no liberal he -- put it, “Error has no rights, but the man who errs has equal
rights with him who errs not.”
Among the gems to be found in this document are the following:
All are bound to follow their conscience faithfully in every sphere of activity so that they may come to
God, who is their last end. Therefore, the individual must not be forced to act against conscience nor be prevented
from acting according to conscience, especially in religious matters (no. 3);
…. the civil authority must see to it that equality of the citizens before the law, which is itself an element of
the common good of society, is never violated either openly or covertly for religious reasons and that there is no
discrimination between citizens (no. 6).
Of course, such statements must be balanced against those that insist on the obligation to form a correct
conscience in accordance with the moral law and that the exercise of freedom must not infringe upon the common
welfare or public order. Of the latter in particular, the declaration notes how, “In availing of any freedom people
must respect the moral principle of personal and social responsibility: in exercising their rights individuals and
social groups are bound by the moral law to have regard for the rights of others, their own duties to others and the
common good of all” (no. 7).
Here of course the church charts some very difficult terrain: On the one hand, needing to uphold its
convictions concerning divine precept and the right to proclaim them in the public square, and on the other affirming
human rights even where their exercise is thought somehow to fall short of the truth concerning the human person. I
will only suggest here that the basic development enshrined in the declaration might be extended to other
tendentious issues whereby, even if error has no inherent rights in the abstract, people in the concrete do. In other
words, there are resources here for making provision for what one might call an expanded notion of the
“conscientious objector.”
The Decree on the Church’s Missionary Activity presupposes, of course, the Council’s teaching on
religious freedom as well as the teaching contained in Nostra aetate and should be read in their light. Among other
things, this document advanced the conviction that God does not deprive people of salvation outside the explicit
precincts of the church without, however, vitiating the obligation of the church to proclaim the gospel: “So, although
in ways known to himself, God can lead those who through no fault of their own are ignorant of the gospel, to that
faith without which it is impossible to please him” (no. 7) since “elements of truth and grace…are found among
peoples, and which are, as it were, a secret presence of God” (no. 9).
The Council also gave warrant to what has become a dominant note in missiology, namely the need to
inculturate the Gospel, meaning those engaged in the mission ad gentes must “take over all the riches of the nations
which have been given to Christ as an inheritance (cf Ps 2:8). They borrow from the customs, traditions, wisdom,
teaching, arts and sciences of their people everything which could be used to praise the glory of the Creator…. [and]
the christian life will be adapted to the mentality and character of each culture…. (no. 22).

This decree also gave further stimulus to what the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy had already called
for, namely the restoration of the catechumenate and its associated rites. I doubt if many bishops at the time could
have foreseen how these rites would come into their own even in places not usually thought of as “mission
territory.” For no one at the time was using the phrase “the new evangelization” – about which the Synod of
Bishops is meeting in Rome as we speak – nor typically suggesting that ad gentes could just as well refer to the
established churches of the West as to the younger churches. Nor could the bishops have foreseen the dawn of what
sociologist Philip Jenkins has termed “the next Christianity” – the shift in the axis of Christianity from the Global
North to the Global South and all the challenges this poses for both sectors of the church.
I doubt even Cardinal Rugambwa of Tanzania, the first African Cardinal, elevated by John XXIII in 1960,
could have imagined that half of Africa would be Christian fifty years after the Council. Nor that by 2025, 50% of
the world’s Christian population would be in Africa and Latin America, and another 17% in Asia. Or how the major
differences Jenkins cites between the interests and priorities of Northern versus Southern Christianity would lead in
his view to tensions and fissures similar to those of the Sixteenth Century Reformations. And who could have
foreseen the “reverse” of the mission ad gentes with so many priests from the South now serving in churches of the
North?
Which brings us to the penultimate document of the Council, the Decree on the Life and Ministry of
Priests. It is no secret this document was a kind of afterthought. With so much attention given to bishops by the
Council someone got the idea priests were somehow forgotten and should be addressed specifically in a document of
their own. One could argue this neglect presaged the crises in the priesthood about to befall the church and which
continue to the present time.
The decree did, however, represent a remarkable shift away from a more cultic and sacerdotal model of the
priesthood evident in the Tridentine period toward one more presbyteral and pastoral – hence, the very title of the
document, Presbyterorum ordinis. (Notice the mistranslation of the title, something that continues throughout). For
example, in a memorable and surprising passage, the Council called the “first task” of presbyters to “preach the
Gospel of God to every creature” so they might “establish and increase the People of God” (no. 4). Only then are
Eucharistic presidency and other sacramental roles brought into perspective. Furthermore, the priest as someone set
apart is muted by the Council, which noted how, priests, yes, “are set apart in some way within the People of God,
but this is not in order that they should be separated from that people or from any person, but that they should be
completely consecrated to the task for which God chooses them (see Acts 13:2). They could not be the servants of
Christ unless they were witnesses and dispensers of a life other than this of the earth. On the other hand they would
be powerless to serve people if they remained aloof from their life and circumstances” (no. 3).
The Council also emphasized how presbyters, since they are “co-workers with the episcopal order” (no. 2),
should have voice in the governance of the local church and hence presbyteral councils have become normal in the
church since (cf. no. 7). But herein also lies, I think, a challenge. By repeatedly stressing that presbyters exercise
their ministry “in the name of the bishop” (no. 6) and “so make him present in a certain sense in every assembly of
the faithful” (no. 5), one wonders what is left for the priest’s own creativity and initiative. If at one time the priest
was thought somehow to be alter Christus, the document seems to turn him now into alter episcopus. The danger
here is akin to the idea a bishop is little more than the pope’s local representative, though now it’s the presbyter as
the bishop’s legate. However important hierarchical collaboration is in the exercise of ministry, here again, I think
the principle of subsidiarity needs to balance the principle of communion.
Other challenges facing presbyters at the present time are so well known I hesitate to mention them. So
just one item: the CARA study I mentioned earlier noted that while the number of diocesan priests ordained in the
United States each year has stabilized at around 400, the number needs to be around 700 per year for long-term
stability and to compensate for departures, retirements, and deaths.
And now for the crowning document of the Second Vatican Council -- the Pastoral Constitution on the
Church in the Modern World. With Belgium’s Cardinal Suenens as its principal shepherd and known throughout its
tortuous process of development as the innocuous “Schema 13,” Gaudium et spes was a remarkable achievement
whose ongoing relevance, I think, continues to the present. Despite objections at the time of its promulgation that
the church should deal in general principles rather than specifics related to highly changeable issues, nevertheless its
proponents won the day and gave the church a new kind of teaching.
While impossible to summarize as a whole, the Pastoral Constitution’s core affirmation concerns God who has
pronounced creation good even as it awaits the revelation of the children of God in eschatological fullness. At creation’s
center lies the human person in its full dignity as the image and likeness of God. Thus all history is in some way
salvation history oriented to the coming of God’s reign in its fullness. Secularity, which looks to the inherent goodness
and legitimate autonomy of the created order and human activity in it, is thus given a positive meaning. A principal
challenge to Christian life lies precisely in overcoming the potential alienation between the “sacred” and the ”secular,”

notwithstanding the inevitable tensions that arise between them. A truly Christian secularity must always navigate
between an overly optimistic evaluation of the world, one that could end up identifying the earthly with the heavenly
kingdom, and an overly pessimistic one that would so disassociate them that an equally unhealthy dualism would arise.
Both extremes end up betraying Christians’ paradoxical calling out of the world while being left to live in it.
To conclude, I would like to make a final comprehensive evaluation of the Council taking my cue from the late
Cardinal Martini who thought the Catholic Church is two hundred years out of date, reminiscent of something I
remember Karl Rahner saying: “The church always runs weeping after the cart of history.” So while Vatican II is often
interpreted as the church catching up with modernity, hence the fuller title of Gaudium et spes, the problem is that
modernity, even fifty years ago, was already showing signs of exhaustion. The new catchphrase bandied about to
describe a new epoch has been termed “postmodern,” and by the 1960s the church was already late in dealing with a
corresponding “postmodernist crisis.”
For our purposes, let me mention just a few markers of postmodernity: first, there is what Edward Farley calls
“the collapse of the house of authority” causing the very notion of a magisterium to appear suspect. Related to this is the
absence of an overarching metanarrative -- a story that large swaths of people inhabit giving meaning to their lives. The
ever more pluralistic “secular city” is also termed post-Christian for this very reason.
Then there is the insight
that all knowledge is socially constructed and most often articulated through the lens of power interests, leading to a
growing suspicion of any universal “truth-claims,” and how the voices of the oppressed and subjugated “other” have
been muffled by history’s victors including, often enough, the church as a socio-political entity. I mention here
“women’s ways of knowing” having come to the fore in the last half-century, spearheaded in the church by the
remarkable women “observers” at Vatican II like Sister Mary Luke Tobin and Rosemary Goldie.
So one could understand the aftermath of the Council as the unexpected and little understood hurricane of a
postmodernist ethos let into Pope John’s opened windows. In many ways, the Council was, yes, very late in coming, its
hoped-for “updating” bound to be awkward and uncertain. Hence, when the First Council of Nairobi is convoked by
Pope Charles Lwanga I, hopefully in time to address postmodernity in a meaningful and effective fashion, the church
won’t be running after a world that has already moved on and can no longer understand its message, thus sparing itself
the inevitable backlashes, but would speak instead to the “joys and hopes, the grief and anguish,” of whatever age in
which it finds itself – for the pilgrim church must remember, as Blessed Pope John said in his opening speech to the
assembled bishops, that the “substance of the ancient doctrine of the deposit of faith is one thing, and the way in
which it is presented is another.” And thus, as Paul VI remarked at the close of the Council, the church will truly
have “felt the need to know, to draw near to, to understand, to penetrate, serve and evangelize the society in which
she lives; and to get to grips with it, almost to run after it, in its rapid and continuous change.”
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Theology of Stewardship
Introduction
As a fundamental directive within Scripture, the biblical call for human beings to serve as
good stewards of the earth has been considered through various lenses for centuries. On a daily
basis, Christians and non-believers alike engage with decision-making in regards to consuming
food and resources, both natural and human-made. These decisions affect their own quality of
life in addition to the well-being of other people and creatures across the globe as well as the
condition of the planet itself. Varying interpretations of Genesis 1:28 have led to an attitude
towards consumption that varies from conscientious to exploitive, especially in westernized
culture and society.
In recent years, theologians and civil leaders alike have explored the issue of
consumption and its relation to the nature of Christian stewardship in greater detail as population
growth and resource depletion become growing concerns. This work will examine these
perspectives as they relate to and are formed by biblical hermeneutics and prominent theologies
of recent centuries. In particular, the ethics of consumption within the context of stewardship
will be analyzed in respect to the ways in which those who appear to deviate from the biblical
call of caring for creation, by consuming irresponsibly, impact those living in poverty. Finally,
this piece will apply this conceptual framework to ministry in the twenty-first century. A
counter-cultural lifestyle of sustainability that adheres to this aforementioned biblical call
effectively and thus emphasizes social justice with an option and concern for the poor will be
considered.
Biblical Framework towards Consumption
As mentioned earlier, there is a recurring theme present in Scripture that emphasizes a
regard both for God’s creation and those who are disadvantaged or viewed as outcasts by society,
including those living in poverty. There are multiple linguistic parallels that exist between the
accounts of “the third day” and “the sixth day” in the Creation Story of Genesis, indicating a
distinct relationship and similarity between land and humanity.2 Although the two aspects of
creation are comparable to one another, nevertheless a distinction is established in form,
function, and core identity as human beings were particular in containing the image of God.
Some arguably more westernized readings of Genesis 1:28 justify the depletion of resources
based upon this apparent hierarchy and the characteristic of divinely established human free
reign over the earth. However, the primary interpretation maintains that a responsibility for good
stewardship is inherent within this charge.3
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Psalm 8:4-8 is cited as a parallel to this verse and further reflects this idea that human
beings are called to rule the earth responsibly for the good of all creation as God’s imagebearers.4 While this authority is granted to human beings by God, it is meant to be a positive
element rather than a hindrance within God’s greater redemptive work as sole and supreme
Creator. Likewise, while human beings are described as being set apart from the land and other
creatures by God, it seems that it can be argued that the relationship between the two sets is less
hierarchical than symbiotic. Human beings must respect the land for the source of sustenance
provided by God therein and God ensures that all living creatures have access to this sustenance,
thus all life is regarded as significant.5 Even the original meaning behind the phrase ‘subdue the
earth,’ which reflects language of dominance, force and control, must be examined in the sinless
context within which it was presented, as God’s initial Creation was good and perfect.6 Those
ideas would not have been associated with the negative connotations of exploitation and
destruction that accompany them today. Rather, they would inevitably have been viewed from a
more holistic and healthy perspective that allowed natural resources to be consumed
conscientiously, respectfully, and in a sustainable manner for all creatures.
The effects of irresponsible consumption of resources on those with limited access to
them, has been documented as a significant concern for centuries. The prophetic books of
Scripture in particular reflect God’s call on humanity to be good stewards of what has been given
in harmony with rather than in opposition to others. Inherent in this statement is the notion that
all that is available on earth, either natural or human-made, has been entrusted to humankind and
has been made possible only due to God’s efforts. Ownership, then, does not belong to humans
in any way, who are merely borrowers, but to God, who is the source. Especially in
Western culture, with a prominence of capitalist and individualistic thought, this reality is not
readily embraced by people who struggle to intake and distribute wealth and earnings with a
selfless, egalitarian mindset. As mentioned earlier, however, this challenge is not limited to
contemporary society. On multiple occasions within Scripture, the tendency of the people of
Israel to prioritize the accumulation of riches and material goods at the expense of the most
vulnerable and disinherited in society is rebuked. In Isaiah 1:21-24, the perversion of social
justice as a consequence of the progression of human sinfulness is illustrated in terms of the
ways in which resources are disproportionately consumed to the detriment of widows and
orphans most in need of support.7 Repeatedly in the biblical narrative appears a theme wherein
righteousness is directly and positively correlated with a sacrificial attitude and a sharing and
surrender of resources with those less fortunate. Indeed, in Proverbs 29:7, ‘[t]he righteous” are
defined as those who “care about justice for the poor,” while “the wicked” are described as
having “no such concern” (NRSV). Likewise, in Jesus’ parable of the foolish rich man in verses
16-21 of the Gospel of Luke, the rich man is depicted as being foolish for hoarding his
possessions for himself in excess and failing “to gain the true riches of a right relationship to
God.”8 As evidenced in such passages as Matthew 25:31-40, such a relationship with God
entails service to God’s people and, consequently, a universal accessibility of resources within
any given society. The story of the famine in chapters forty-one and forty-seven of Genesis
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wherein Joseph hoards goods only to redistribute them to those in need offers a more ethical
alternative to the disavowed approach in this aforementioned parable.
Historical Context of Consumption
In addition to evidence contained within Scripture of the imperativeness of proper
creation care and consumption for the betterment of the disenfranchised, more recent historical
events and perspectives also assert this idea. Alongside the destructive moral and spiritual
implications of squandering resources, history has demonstrated the negative socioeconomic
consequences associated with the act as well. At the cusp of the nineteenth century, the French
Revolution evolved out of class distinctions in response to inappropriate use of financial
resources by those in positions of authority.9 A similar economic situation in Latin America led
to social unrest, violence, and death around this same time period.10 Over a century later, discord
related to the denial of civil rights also stemmed in part from a misallocation of monetary as well
as social goods, including participation in community life. It was argued that this indifference to
inequality amongst the status quo was in part a residual effect of the industrial revolution, which
caused certain groups within society to prosper while isolating others.11 In this way, the class
divisions observed in Europe and Latin America extended into the historically young American
nation. Those consuming became themselves consumed by a seemingly selfish desire to
maintain their exorbitant lifestyles with little regard towards those who were limited from
accessing even a small share of these resources. Thus, this observed theme of uneven
consumption of resources with political, social, economic, and spiritual repercussions has
seemed to persist throughout history.
Howard Thurman recognized an irony in these post-enlightenment, modern Christian
responses to this unsettling state of humanity. He noted the corruption of Christianity by those
professing the faith, and maintained that a religion that invariably had its beginnings associated
with oppressed, downtrodden, and minority peoples could often be followed in a manipulative
manner fueled by such sin as “pride and arrogance” that further oppressed others.12 In this way,
Thurman contended, Christians were abandoning God’s call to not only be good stewards of the
earth but compassionate caretakers of one another with emotional resources as well.13
Likewise, the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. linked economic disparity with the
potentially damaging ideologies of materialism, classism and nationalism, and argued that an
even distribution of wealth need not be regarded as socialistic but, rather, humane and part of
God’s created order.14 He stressed the God-given dignity bestowed upon human beings by God
and affirmed that the corruption of the human spirit had culminated in injustice that could only
be eradicated by repentance and a renewed life.15 While laws could change a person’s behavior,
they could not change the condition of his or her soul and overall mindset. Dr. King was
observably a strong advocate for the welfare of the marginalized members of society who were
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in want. In his work Strength to Love, he cited Luke 12:15 as a basis for what he considered to
be the proper Christian attitude towards material possessions and the accumulation of wealth.16
While material goods were inevitably required for existence, they nevertheless were not to be
regarded as occupying any degree of significance and were not to put above God, others, and
even one’s own self in terms of spiritual well-being.
In relative similarity to Thurman, Dr. King expressed concern in regards to humankind’s
tendency to trivialize one another to mere objects while regarding actual objects with a level of
reverence that would seem to befit a human being.17 At an even harsher consequence,
sometimes these objects seemed to be elevated even to the status of God, with idolatry resulting.
Only when a genuine concern for the welfare of all human beings, regardless of income or status,
with a selfless sharing out of God’s offered abundance occurred would a just society adhering to
God’s stewardship call be active.18 While history has indicated such a reality is challenging to
manifest, nevertheless it has also demonstrated the resiliency and influence of impoverished
peoples reestablishing the biblical framework that reflects conscientious consumption and an
ethic of justice socioeconomically and spiritually.
Theological Paradigms towards Consumption
Depending upon which theological paradigm is consulted, the issue of consumption can
be viewed quite differently. This is in part due to the reality that theological structures are
manifested distinctly within and influenced by cultural contexts. For instance, evangelical
thought would consider the issue as tantamount if consulted during its emergence during the
eighteenth century as a response to abuses in power by leaders in the church.19 Despite this
historical foundation, however, as evangelicalism began to spread across continents and new
sociopolitical climates, the emphasis shifted away from addressing societal reform and such
resource consumption type of issues pertaining to community life.20 Instead, the focus became
more self-oriented with attention to one’s personal spiritual life. Although mission work was
thriving in the nineteenth century, it was primarily from the perspective of spiritual conversion
on a soteriological and more abstract level rather than practical living exhortations from an
existentialist perspective.21 Conceivably, such work would be a prime setting otherwise for the
proper sharing of resources given its element of global interconnectedness. It seems evident that
this focus retained into the present day, although recent developments within certain spheres of
evangelicalism has shown an increased commitment to social justice.22
This commitment was inevitably influenced in part by liberal theology, which was
prominent during the nineteenth century. Like evangelicalism, this paradigm evolved throughout
recent centuries and is multi-faceted in terms of approach and perspective. While one aspect of
liberal Christianity referred to biblical interpretation and was less concerned with the intersection
of faith and existence, nevertheless many aspects of this thought pattern espoused a need to be
active within the world and cultural life.23 Paul Tillich, a leader in liberal Protestant thought,
16
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recognized that secular society could not be separated from the Christian message, and advocated
for human response to God’s activity with participation in the divine order on earth.24 With this
viewpoint as a lens, it would seem that an attitude of individualism towards consumption would
not be acceptable in light of the theological belief in the interdependence of humanity and
creation in God through Christ by the power of the Holy Spirit.
Further, Rudolf Bultmann contended that there was a call to responsible living inherent in
the gospel message and overall biblical narrative that extended beyond a collection of verses to
the very nature of God and humankind in relationship to God. He maintained that an ontological
receipt of God’s grace would invariably evoke a response in the recipient towards graceful action
within society.25 In Bultmann’s view, Christians paradoxically lose their self-professed identities
in order to receive their true identities in Christ, and must remain participants in the secular
world as existing within physical time and space despite their transformed natures.26 It is
perhaps within the tension of this dichotomy that the most progress and influence for change in
the secular world can be attained. It is evident that the majority of people in any given society
may misuse physical and natural resources to the detriment of the earth and its inhabitants.
Nevertheless liberal theology attests the necessity of perseverance within the Church to enable a
transformed way of living that serves as a counter-cultural alternative model. At the center of
this model exists’ Christ’s life and testimony as the timeless ultimate model and guide.
Offered in part as a rebuttal to Protestant liberalism, neo-orthodoxy was in some ways
critical of the social action element that arose therein, as it was perceived to lower the capability
of God to human responsibility.27 Nevertheless, this theological approach, as advocated for by
Karl Barth, still observed the communal foundation within Christianity and the Church as well as
the need for proper response to the Word of God within that context.28 Although the emphasis
was repositioned in order that human response was portrayed as utterly dependent upon God’s
transcendent and omnipotent initiative, a recognition of the symbiotic relationship between God,
humankind, and the whole of God’s Creation was maintained.
Application to Ministry in the Twenty-First Century
With an ever-increasing population size and technological advancement, the
endangerment of the earth’s resources continues to be at the forefront of socioeconomic issues
encountered on a worldwide scale. For wealthier nations, the consequences of the effects are
more latent and, thereby, foster complacency and a false sense of security. However, the effects
are directly experienced in tangible and destructive ways by those living in poverty across the
globe. It is because of this startling reality that an incorporation of a theology of stewardship is
so paramount to and urgent within contemporary ministry settings. As this work has
demonstrated, it is imperative that a biblical framework be utilized in tandem with a
consideration of the history of social justice responses and prominent theological approaches.
Without such incorporation, any address of this pressing issue could arguably become
politicized, divisive, and thereby ineffective.
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In today’s society, especially within westernized culture, it seems that any dialogue
regarding the issue of resource allocation that occurs within a faith-based setting is held suspect
as belonging to one particular ideology over another. This causes an emphasis of the biblical
foundation surrounding this issue to be even more necessary in order to stress its non-partisan
nature, as all peoples are affected by consumption regardless of class, nationality, gender, and the
like. Similarly, since a person’s ability to meet higher spiritual and emotional needs is inhibited
by his or her inability to access resources to meet basic human needs, it follows that any
theological or spiritual teaching should flow out of and responds to rather than precede economic
and social outreach.29 Perhaps such an emphasis and attitude shift would enable an active and
healthy discourse coupled with missional results rather than stifling conversation and
productivity as seems to be the current climate.
While dialogue around the issue of consumption within faith communities would
arguably be a helpful start to addressing the deplorable state of the poor affected by it, history
has evidenced that change is slow-moving. Often, more assertiveness is needed with responses
on a larger scale within society and not limited exclusively to physical churches or places of
worship. As mentioned earlier, Protestant liberalism reiterated a historically observed
correlation between faith and praxis within a Christian’s community and sphere of influence.
The practice of right faith invariably includes outreach to the disadvantaged, which,
consequently, inevitably entails a more evenly distributed sharing of resources. It is not a lack of
resources themselves, but the irresponsible and unsustainable distribution of these resources, that
contributes to world hunger and poverty. It is shameful from a Christian, if not anthropological,
perspective that an abundance of resources exist on the planet capable of meeting the basic needs
of all of humanity, yet millions continue to die from starvation and other preventable causes due
to this misallocation of goods. It is seemingly paradoxical that by grossly accumulating wealth
in an effort to promote personal safety humans are in effect committing self-sabotage through
unsustainable living practices.
In light of this condition, and as history has shown, a more holistic ministerial response
would entail social action on the part of faith community members motivated out of God’s
authority as well as God’s love and grace with a concern focused on others. As Dr. King
asserted, “[p]ower at its best is love implementing the demands of justice, and justice at its best
is power correcting everything that stands against love.”30 Any progress towards a just ethic of
consumption initiated by the faith community would arguably be most effective if formulated out
of this mentality of not only internal but external faith expression through dynamic and socially
engaged acts of service. As dual members both of earthly society and the Kingdom of God,
Christians are called to consume material goods with a humble and sacrificial mindset that
honors God by honoring God’s Creation. While Christians cannot force others to follow suit,
their action, if enacted with collective unity, would statistically contribute to influential change.
Examples of such action would include an identification of and outreach to those in need with a
sharing of financial, material, spiritual, and emotional resources at an invested level that defies
common cultural standards of minimal involvement. By displaying an attitude shift that replaces
the psychosocial narrative of personal gain and appetite appeasement with the biblical narrative
of borrowing what has been leant as a gift with care and concern, it is possible that a more
Edenic climate of consumption could emerge on earth.
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Conclusion
While the causes of the abuse of financial, natural, and synthetic resources on earth
appear complex, the systemic foundation is clear from a Judeo-Christian standpoint. The biblical
narrative speaks of people who chose to rebel against God’s established order and, consequently,
initiated the exploitation of creation for personal and temporary rather than collective and eternal
gain. It is evident that the effects of this condition recur today environmentally and spiritually,
and a faithful and effective response is urgently needed, yet challenging to attain. Theological
and historical paradigms illustrate that it is indeed possible to prompt change for an environment
wherein resources are produced, consumed, and distributed with care. Such a change,
theologians and social justice leaders argued, could emerge with God at the focus rather than
self-interestedness with shallow pursuits. In the midst of today’s religiously diverse landscape,
all human beings occupy creation and share basic needs and a desire for a promising future.
Perhaps this commonality could serve as a starting point for interfaith dialogue concerning the
subject of conscientious consumption and motivator for widespread social change.
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Student Silk
*** [When you’re going through college…]
When you’re going through college and your debts pile up,
You start to have urges akin to those who are greedy; corrupt.
The stress hits you like a tidal wave,
And it’s that fisher food you begin to crave.
You’re torn between schoolwork, your friends and fun,
And some days you can’t even remember what you have done.
In class you are called on and just don’t know what to say,
So you pray and ask “why did things have to end up this way?”
You believe that you’re stuck that your life is a mess,
Out of place at a meeting, with that pink neon dress.
But when it’s all over, and you’re out on your own,
You realize that the place you just left has been your home.
You’re smarter, happier and can operate a washing machine door,
Your future looks bright and you met a best friend or four.
Perhaps you met someone special and got a taste of what the
world has in store,
It’s in that moment you realize you got exactly what you wished
for.

Anthony Culotta

The Blessing of Children
The world is spinning quickly,
The pace it goes so fast-Summer turns to autumn,
None of this will last.
Children are a blessing,
They enrich and add spice to our lives-They teach us lessons about ourselves,
Some lessons we would rather hide.
Sweet little babies are born,
Cooing babies grow-Giggle and smile (and no, it’s not gas!)
So fast
You
Shouldn’t
Blink!
Don’t close your eyes or look away,
You just might miss that next new thing-When that moment is gone, you can’t get
it back.
One day they take their first little step,
The next they run and hop and skip-They ride a bike and skin their knee,
They whiz by on roller blades and yell “whoopee!”
They love to play games-Their laugh is like a musical brook;
They don’t even mind when you read them
a book.
Going to school, riding the bus
Goofing off with friends, Oh what a fuss!
Passing of notes, taking those tests—
Even dealing with those who
Were just downright pests!
The first time you danced,
The first time you sang
My heart thrilled with the joy
That I helped produce such a magical
being!

Amy Burnett

They talk and text and hang out with friends,
Next learning to drive and finding a job,
Too soon they are moving on-And then…
College and sweethearts,
Lovers and friends,
They all grow so very fast-If
You
Blink
You
Will
Miss
It!
So … Spend time with your kids!
Invest your life in them-Love and laugh and dance and sing!
Whether they are young or old,
The time you will spend will one day be-Worth its weight in gold

Faculty Flowers

Biblioteca
Si los días fueran libros
al menos podría leerlos,
pues cuando me pregunto qué hacer
con tantos, no hay
más respuesta que silencio.
También podría escribirlos
e ir trazando mi destino
con la tinta de las horas,
sacarle algún sentido oculto,
alguna coartada al sufrimiento,
o denunciar de nuevo
el viejo virus de la usura.
Pero mis maestros me enseñaron
que los libros se escriben con la vida
y por eso leo esta biblioteca
entre cortinas de luz
que bañan mis manos y mis libros
sobre una mesa ovalada de nogal;
leo, y leo, mientras brotan rosas,
y aman los hombres, transitan,
las mujeres, y también destruyen,
las mujeres, y los hombres satisfechos,
todos hombres y mujeres
que seguimos palpitando
en las historias que yo leo,
y leo, desde esta biblioteca.

Francisco Plata

Library
If days were books
I could at least read them,
for when I wonder what to do
with so many, there is no answer
but silence.
I might write them
and so sketch my destiny
in the ink of the hours,
and perhaps extract some hidden meaning,
some alibi for suffering,
or denounce once again
the old usury plague.
But my teachers taught me
that books are written with life
and so I read this library
between curtains of light
that bathe my hands and my books
over an oval walnut table;
I read, and I read, while the roses sprout,
the men love, they roam,
the women, and they also destroy,
the women, and the men satisfied,
all men and women
we continue beating
in the stories that I read,
and I read, from this library.
Translated from original Spanish by:
Martha Black




The old myth boasts of abandonment
Of the one who’d provided affection
And a way out from a certain maze
Where life was conquered by hungry death.
But I saw her leaping with light steps
On the green hills of Halki
collecting fragrant herbs aplenty.
She winked when offering
A taste of fine Kitron Naxou,
Meticulously prepared for me
My necessary cup of caffeine,
And smiled like a sunbeam
To my camera eye from her loom.
Near the shrine of Panaya Drossiani
Hid on the slopes of a mountain
She leapt with grace –
Elios watched from the blue sky To pick leaves of choice salvia.
Alas, I parted for distant shores
And she, Ariadne of Naxos, a memory
Of ancient times
A mirage of a recent past.
(Naxos, Greece)

Michael Costanzo
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Religion: Does It Have a Place in Politics?
By: Amanda Vitale and Juliet Janicik

Despite tragedy, natural disasters, and loss, there is still an undying component of faith left in the
arms of the souls that walk the earth. Though many hold the belief that no God or religion exists because an
immense amount of horrible things happen in the world, these people still have faith in something – enough
to have faith in nothing. For those who do hold strong beliefs through times of tragedy, their beliefs are firm
that they will be grounded no matter the pain or loss that surrounds them. Because we were given free will,
the choices we make are influenced by how we view faith and the world. Our lens of faith, and how actively
we see through it, controls how we react to the variety of situations in which we find ourselves.
The upcoming presidential debate offers many different issues that individuals in the country could
be faced with during the President’s upcoming term. Many of these issues have an impact on the religious
community as well as many voters as they decide who will run their country and therefore make decisions
about these issues. However, it is not very easy to keep religious views in check while determining which the
better candidate for the presidency. Many people have strict religious views and project them into the
political stratosphere, but that is not necessarily a fair judgment. For these individuals, they may find their
struggle when it actually comes time to choose the presidential candidate that they are going to vote for who
will run their country for the next four years.
Sometimes individuals find themselves in a situation where one presidential candidate is the overall
better candidate and has a lot more to offer the country than the contender. Who should they vote for in the
situations that the overall better candidate also has an opposing religious view from them? Say that an
individual is dead set against abortion because of religious beliefs, but the candidate that is better qualified to
run the country thinks that abortion is acceptable, and will never pass any form of legislation against it.
Should that individual vote for the other, less qualified candidate, solely because that candidate aims to ban
abortion and that agrees with the individual’s religious view? Or, should the individual vote for the more
qualified individual and ignore their opposing religious views? This can be a very hard decision to make.
Some may feel that if they vote for the more qualified opponent that disagrees with their religious views, that
they are turning their back on their religion, in turn, sinning. However, if they are voting for a candidate just
because their religious views agree, perhaps they are turning their back on their country. Should this
individual vote for the candidate that will be best for their personal religion, or the candidate that will be best
for their country?
In situations like the one above, there are many things that must be taken into consideration. For
example, despite candidates’ repeated opposing views on different issues, sometimes their views are only to
please the party, state, or country they are running for. The voters reciprocate this action in that they are
influenced by the religious views that the candidates represent. One candidate may specifically believe in
anti-abortion acts in conjunction with healthcare laws but politically makes a case for pro-choice, proconception, and pro-planned parenthood cases. Though the candidate may publically flip flop, he or she may
be doing what is best suited for the country. The public’s view of religion must also shed the same light.
When this sort of thing happens, it makes it difficult for voters to determine exactly where the candidate
stands on certain issues, and what way they will sway if they are actually elected. This could prove to be
virtually impossible to figure out.
Another question that needs to be taken into consideration here is whether or not it is necessary to
elect an individual who agrees with your exact religious views. We will use abortion as an example here
again. If an individual has a religious belief that opposes abortion, they may want abortion to be illegal.
However, how necessary is it for abortion to be illegal in that situation? Even if it remains legal, that does not

mean that everyone needs to use their right to choose, it just means that everyone has the right to choose.
So, if an individual does not believe in abortion for religious beliefs, they can decide not to exercise their right
to choose. However, if they feel as though abortion should be illegal because of their religious views, how do
they explain to someone else that what they believe is alright and a right to all individuals should be made
illegal? As long as a law does not make a belief in a religious view illegal, is changing it necessary for that
religion?
In conclusion, a person with a particular religious viewpoint may feel particularly strong about an
issue in their personal life and may want to vote for that candidate with the same opinion, but may realize
that the candidate is not suited for the job, or that the issue does not pertain to all of the “melting-pot”
population. Though the constituents mean well and mean to represent their party in a positive way, the
views may not be conducive to the country as a whole. The voters must realize that their religious view
cannot influence their entire decision if they want the best candidate that will be a representative for the
country. Whatever the religious view may be, the constituent cannot represent one religion or religious view
solely, because not all Americans have the same values or religious beliefs. Ultimately, the decision of whether
or not to religion has a place in politics, is left up to each individual to decide. But, thinking back to the idea of
the separation of church and state, it may be best to keep this idea in mind when going to the polls to elect the
next leader of one’s country. Voting for the interest of the whole country and all individuals, will in the end
lead to a better outcome than voting for the interest of only oneself.

Amanda

Juliet

From our Guest Writers
SEEING THE WORLD THROUGH FAITH.

As a teacher of mathematics, I never cease to be amazed over the marvelous patterns of
numbers reflected in the world. One outstanding example is the Golden Mean generated by the
Fibonacci Numbers. It can describe the breeding of rabbits; the surface of a pineapple; a
sunflower’s spiral florets; the architectural framework of the ancient Parthenon; and the
proportion of the human body, to name a few. How can one mathematical sequence of numbers
describe properties of so many radically diverse material things in nature and in human works?
For believers in God, the ultimate answer is found in our divine Creator. The OT Book of
Wisdom says: “For all men were by nature foolish who were in ignorance of God, and who from
the good things seen did not succeed in knowing him who is, and from studying the works did
not discern the artisan” (Wis. 13:1). St. Paul later wrote: “Since the creation of the world,
invisible realities, God’s eternal power and divinity have become visible, recognized through the
things he has made” (Rom 1:20).
This leads us into the theme of the 10th anniversary of Verbum’s first publication: Seeing
the World through the Lens of Faith. It coincides providentially with the Year of Faith
announced by Pope Benedict XVI on October 11, the 50th anniversary of the opening of the 2nd
Vatican Council and the 20th anniversary of the Catechism of the Catholic Church. In his
Apostolic Letter, Porta Fidei (“the door of faith”—Acts 14, 27), the Pope wrote: “Faith is the
lifelong companion that makes it possible to perceive, ever anew, the marvels that God works for
us. Intent on gathering the signs of the times in the present of history, faith commits every one of
us to become a living sign of the presence of the Risen Lord in the world. What the world is in
particular need of today is the credible witness of people enlightened in mind and heart by the
word of the Lord, and capable of opening the hearts and minds of many to the desire for God and
for true life, life without end.” (Section 15)
Besides viewing the world through the lens of mathematics to see signs of the divine, I
try to incorporate the same principle in my writing and preaching of sermons. Over my 52 years
as a priest, I have found it helpful for myself and for my listeners to prepare a homily in three
parts: first, introduce the scripture with a story, illustration or current event; second, explain
some of the biblical text in simple terms and without getting too technical; third, apply the text to
one’s personal life and to world issues. The introduction serves not only to get the congregation’s
attention and to arouse their interest, but also to connect it with the Scripture of the day. This
connection is crucial. Certainly the word of God stands on its own merits as a compelling force
on the minds and hearts of people. Nonetheless, for that word to release its full power within
people, they have to see how it is relevant to their lives. To give God’s word a chance to
transform people, we have to show that the word is both reflected in and throws light upon what
they experience every day, and that the word is alive and active here and now for them.

If we skim through the Gospels, we see that Jesus himself used examples from the real
world to reveal the mysteries of God’s presence and action among his people. When speaking to
people, Our Lord looked around for familiar images with which to frame his parables and
teachings. He referred to vineyards and wheat fields; to birds in the sky and lilies on hillsides; to
a Prodigal Son and a housewife searching for a lost coin; to the changes of weather and to water
in a well; to farmers sowing seeds and to shepherds taking care of their flock. Through these
common world experiences, Jesus raised questions for the people to ponder, elevated their sights
to higher values, or challenged them with reversals of their expectations.
On the one hand, when we view the world, we still see so much sin and suffering, evil
and violence, and poverty and injustice. It’s easy to get discouraged and question the goodness of
God. On the other hand, if we make every effort to See the World through Faith, we will see that
there is so much more kindness and grace, virtue and caring, sharing and helping. In looking for
introductions and examples to connect with the Scriptures, we can find wisdom and inspiration
in literature written by Plato and Shakespeare from the past, and by Tolkien and Chesterton in
more modern times. The same is true of music. An ancient hymn such as Panis Angelicus or a
contemporary one such as On Eagle’s Wings, or even a popular song as You Light up My Life—
all these can easily fit in with some biblical text. An epic movie like The Ten Commandments or
a more recent film like The Tree of Life is avenues into such faith topics as salvation history or
the after-life. Again, through great works of art in sculpture and paintings, we can benefit from
the artist’s insights and genius, whether it is Michelangelo’s Pieta from the Renaissance period
or Salvador Dali’s Last Supper from the modern era. We could continue with different ways of
viewing the world through the eyes of faith in areas such as poetry, theater, television, Internet,
technology, science, medicine, advertising, industry and entertainment, but we will leave that for
your own explorations.
We close with a final note from a collection of essays titled, In the Company of
Preachers. In her contribution to this collection, Sister Mary Catherine Hilkert, O.P., suggested
that the preaching of the Gospel has to connect somehow people’s ordinary experiences with the
movements of grace throughout salvation history and indeed in their own hearts: “The role of the
preacher is to bring to the Word the depth dimension of the mystery of human existence as God’s
self-offer of love through interpreting that experience in the light of the Scriptures, the liturgy,
and the whole of the Christian tradition, and thus draw hearers of the Word into a deeper
relationship with God which is, at the same time, a deeper experience of their everyday human
life and relationships as graced.” What Sister Hilkert said about the “role of a preacher” of the
Word, applies also to the “vocation of every disciple” striving to “live” by the Word.

Fr. Albert Cylwicki, CSB

In God I Trust

When I was a child, I did not know how important my faith would be for me. I had
always known there was a God, Jesus or a higher power somewhere UP THERE. I went to
church with my grandmother, and the music just opened my soul and confirmed that, that
“knowing” would be with me all of my life.
Over the years, several things happened to test my faith. I lost a sister and a halfbrother to alcoholism. How could God let that happen? They each had 3 children. I had
demons that challenged my own decisions. I always prayed that God would help me make the
right decisions. If I didn’t know the answer, I did the next right thing—I prayed to God, asking
him to guide me.
Five years ago I was diagnosed with a life-threatening illness. The doctors said I had a
year—maybe.
Of course, this threw me into a life review, followed by my questioning, “Why me?” I did a lot
of meditating and praying that God would put the right doctors in my path to help me heal. I
did everything my Western medicine doctors thought I should do. I also learned about several
alternative practitioners, whom I now see regularly, and who have had a huge impact on my
healing and spiritual beliefs. I KNOW God is always with me. When I am frustrated and upset, I
turn my pain over and put it in God’s hands.
Two years ago I had to relocate from where I was living. At the time I didn’t own much
furniture; mostly concerned with my clothes and my sewing and quilting items. I knew I had to
move soon, but was uncertain as to where my new home would be. I happened to stop at a
complex where a friend of mine had an apartment. She had recently remarried and moved. I
told the realtor her name and she told me it was her apartment that was available. I looked at
it and loved it. All of her furniture was still there. The realtor told me she was coming into
town the next day to remove it. I called my friend and set up an appointment to meet her. She
sold me everything in her apartment, which was to my taste. How perfect was that! I knew
that God was watching over me. It was a win-win for both my friend and me. Whenever I
doubt my faith, I think of this instance. I am truly blessed to know that God is on my side.

Lin Mocejunas

Wall Fresco from Akrotiri in Santorini, Greece
Athens Archaeological Museum
(Photo by MC)
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*** Significance of the Tearing of the Temple Curtain
Introduction
Through-out the course of this paper we will explore the importance of the tearing of the curtain
after Jesus’ death. This topic is of great interest because, although it is only mentioned briefly in the
gospels of the New Testament, many theologians and scholars claim it holds great importance and
symbolism to the Christian faith. This question is also intriguing because in order to understand and
formulate an answer one must also explore aspects of Judaism, including what Jews thought of this
event.
The purpose of this paper is to show the importance of Christ’s death for the Christian religion as
well as point out how Jewish interpret what some scholars claim to be a historical event. Examining how
these religions interpret the symbolism of the torn curtain we will find that it shows some fundamental
divergence between Christianity and Judaism.
The following pages will explain the importance of the tearing of the temple curtain in three
sections. The first section will explain the purpose and importance of the curtain in the Jewish temple, so
as to give the reader a sense of the weight of this event. The second will give an account of the Christ’s
death directly from the text and using the notes of commentaries. The third and final section will explore
the symbolic meaning Christian theologians place on the event recorded in the Gospels.
A.) Tearing of the Temple Curtain
The crucifixion of Jesus Christ the Nazarene is an event that has been under much scrutiny by
historians and religious individuals throughout history. All four of the gospels of the New Testament,
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, contain detailed accounts of the events leading up to and following
Christ’s crucifixion. According to three of the four gospels supernatural events took place following
Christ’s death and as a result scholars, theologians and historians alike have tried to determine the
validity of these accounts.
The first question one must ask is what were these events and why is it that they were not
recorded in all of the gospels. According to Matthew, at the moment Christ “gave up his spirit...the curtain
of the temple was torn in two from top to bottom” (Mt 27:50-51). Very similar accounts are given in
chapter fifteen of Mark as well as chapter twenty three of Luke. All three of these accounts also share that
following Christ’s death the sun was darkened during the afternoon and Matthew adds that “the earth
shook and the rocks split” (Matthew 27:51). However, John neglects to add any of these details to his
account of Christ’s death. Does this mean that the other three accounts should be disregarded? Andreas
J. Kostenberger, who is a professor of New Testament and Greek, would not say the other accounts
should be disregarded because he states that “John is a rather subtle writer who regularly chooses not to
refer directly to important events (such as Jesus’ baptism by John or the institution of the Lord’s supper)
but opts instead for more indirect strategies of bringing out the theological significance of certain
incidents” (215). This being said, the fact that John does not include details of any unusual events in the
temple or elsewhere in his account does not discredit the theological or historical importance of the event.
In order to understand the full importance of the tearing of the temple curtain, it is necessary to
know about its function in the temple. While some Bible commentators like Luke Timothy Johnson insist
that it is impossible to know, at least from Luke’s gospel, which temple curtain was being referred to, most
commentators agree that the authors of the gospels were referring to the curtain guarding the Holy of
Holies (see pg. 379). This curtain’s purpose was to divide the Holy of Holies from the rest of the temple. It
was so effective that “no light entered the Holy of Holies, except on the rare occasions” (Comay 48).

Behind this massive curtain inside the Holy of Holies was the Ark of the Covenant which “had always
been a symbol of God’s presence” throughout Jewish history beginning in the desert as the Israelites fled
Egypt (see Werblowsky and Wigoder 680). Because the Holy of Holies was considered the dwelling place
of God it was elaborately decorated even though it was strictly hidden from view. The Ark of the Covenant
inside the temple was surrounded by two large, gold covered, cherubim and two smaller cherubim
creating a “throne” for the “Divine Presence” (Comay 49). This detailed and beautiful chamber which also
held other symbols of the Lord’s covenant with the Israelites was only entered once a year. Only the High
Priest was allowed to enter the Holy of Holies on the Day of Atonement (also known as Yom Kippur) and
on that day it was only to offer the most important sacrifice of the year (see Hurvitz and Karesh 218). For
all of the reasons above, the idea of the Temple curtain tearing was a highly confrontational and
monumental claim.
Although many may assume the tearing of the temple curtain to be a detail included in the
account of Jesus’ death simply for dramatic effect or for theological symbolism, which will be discussed
later, some scholars believe there may be some historical truth to the accounts written by Matthew, Mark,
and Luke. Robert L. Plummer is one such scholar. In his article Something awry in the Temple? Plummer
points out that in the Talmud Tractate Yoma 6:3 there are records of events taking place in the temple
that are similar to the events recorded in the gospels. Plummer says that the “unusual events reported in
the temple are dated to forty years before the temple was destroyed-that is, around 30 AD-the time of
Jesus’ death” (see pg. 306). Although records in Rabbinic writings say that it was the temple gates that
swung open rather than the curtain tearing, Plummer says that this is a similar idea and the fact that this
was accompanied by an earthquake makes the correlation seem even more plausible.
B.) Jewish Interpretation
As stated in the previous section, there are Rabbinic texts that contain records of unusual events
occurring in the Temple. Although some scholars, like Plummer, have linked these events to the
estimated time of Christ’s death, Jews do not link the unusual events to Christ in any way. Instead
Plummer says that Jews have their own interpretation of these unusual events that have no connection to
Christ.
According to Rabbinic sources, “the gates of the temple opened at night of their own accord in an
inexplicable manner” (Plummer 307). Plummer says that this “seems to demonstrate either a departure of
God’s presence, an invitation to invaders or both” (Plummer 307). Other Christian Bible commentators,
like Luke Timothy Johnson, agree that it is possible that “the rendering of the veil signifies the punishment
to come to the temple” (379); however, he says this is because they rejected “the prophet,” that being
Jesus Christ (see Johnson 379).
The reason this interpretation and the relation of these supernatural events is so important rests
on the fundamental beliefs of both Judaism and Christianity. If it is assumed (although it is only an idea)
that the events recorded in Jewish sources are the same events recorded by the authors of the Gospels,
it makes sense that the Jewish leaders would later conclude that these events predicted destruction of the
temple. First, it makes logical sense to correlate such unusual events in the temple to its destruction by
the Romans in 70 B.C.E., approximately forty years after the events spoken of in the Talmud regarding
the temple gates and the earthquake (see Comay 161). Secondly, if the Jews were to believe these
events had any correlation with Christ that would be to acknowledge that Jesus was more than a Rabbi
which, according to Will Herburg, is what he was to the Jews. He says, “Jesus stands merely as one
among many, one of the Rabbis of Judaism” (Herburg 256). In addition, scholar David Flusser says, “The
idea that the Messiah frees those who believe in him through his blood is an exclusively Christian one”
(Flusser 70). This being said, Jewish Rabbis would obviously not equate the unusual events in the temple
as having anything to do with Christ’s death because, according to Jewish beliefs, Jesus was nothing
more than a teacher.
C.) Christian Interpretation
For Christians, Christ’s death led to a new relationship with the God of the Israelites. Many
scholars and theologians claim some of these fundamental aspects of this new relationship were
symbolized by the tearing of the temple curtain. Theologian W.F. Albright says, “It is not possible to say
whether this detail was intended to be read as history, or whether by this means the evangelists are
further pursuing symbolism...Matthew certainly seems to indicate a symbolic meaning”( 352). Other
authors say of these accounts: “It is a theological statement not a historical one” (Schweizer 352).

However, it makes little difference whether the temple curtain actually tore, because the event itself had
no power, but is understood by theologians as a means to create a symbolic image of Christ’s purpose on
earth.
One of the main ideas theologians claim the tearing of the temple curtain symbolized, was the
start of a new relationship with God. This new relationship is understood through Christ’s portrayal as the
new High Priest offering the final and perfect sacrifice. Before this time Jews were expected to follow
rituals and preform sacrifices. An example of such rituals is one of the Jews’ most important and sacred
holidays known as Yom Kippur. Yom Kippur, also known as the day of Atonement, was the one day of the
year when the high priest ceremoniously entered the Holy of Holies. On this day animal sacrifices were
made to purify the people of Israel for a year to come, renewing God’s covenant with the people (see
Hurvitz and Karesh 566). Theologian Timothy Luke Johnson says that the tearing of the temple curtain
could symbolize “the end of the old covenant of atonement through animal sacrifice and the beginning of
a ‘new covenant’” (Johnson 379). In this “New Covenant” a priest would no longer be needed. Christ
symbolically entered the Holy of Holies, although he was not the Jewish High Priest, and rather than
offering an animal sacrifice he offered himself. This idea of the end of the old covenant is based Hebrews
10:4, and other verses like it, that says “it is impossible for the blood of bulls and goats to take away sins.”
The chapter continues by explaining that Christ offered himself to be the new sacrifice. John P. Meier puts
more weight on this idea of a ‘new covenant’ by describing the tearing of the temple curtain as an
“apocalyptic event” that signified a “turning point of the ages” (351).This “turning point” lead to a new
belief system. Meier also reiterates this by saying that the tearing of the temple curtain and other
“apocalyptic events” recorded in Matthew seem to show that “the death of Jesus in some way puts an end
to the sacrificial cult of the temple” (351). This “turning point” was one of the major ways the new religion
of Christianity differed from its mother religion of Judaism.
With this “new covenant” Christians claim that Christ allowed new access to God, which
theologians also say is signified by the tearing of the temple curtain. Luke Timothy Johnson lists this idea
as one of three possible meanings of Luke’s record of the temple curtain tearing, saying it could
symbolize “the end of the division separating Jews and Gentiles, giving all equal access to God” (379).
This symbolism is significant because historically the Israelites claimed to be God’s chosen people. John
Shelby Spong writes of the Jewish understanding of God: “This is the God who parted the waters, who
led his people with a cloud of fire, who covenanted with them at Mt. Sinai” (74) and continues on with
other short references to other Old Testament stories of God’s faithfulness the the people of Israel. This
covenant and relationship with God did not include Gentiles, even the temple itself beyond the outer
courtyard was off limits to non-Jews (see Goldhill 61). However, Christians claim the tearing of the
Temple curtain symbolized an end to this exclusion. Author Richard D. Nelson claims: “Christ's entrance
into God's presence blazed a trail for others to follow...hope has entered behind the curtain...opening a
way to God” (251). To most Christians this trail that Christ “blazed” into God’s presence is the way to the
personal relationship with God that is treasured by many Christians. Christians view the tearing of the
temple curtain as a means to direct contact with God without the need for a human High Priest, and so
the feel a more personal connection to God.
Conclusion
As we have discussed above, the seemingly simple detail of the tearing of the temple curtain,
which was even left out of John’s account of Christ’s death holds much meaning to Christian theologians.
Even Rabbis and Jewish scholars have had to come to terms with historical accounts of the events
described in the Gospels.
This subject is difficult to discuss completely because of the differing opinions on whether the
account in Matthew 27:50-51 should be read as a historical event or only as an attempt at symbolism.
Because of this dispute it is a stretch to correlate the events recorded in Jewish sources to the events
recorded in the gospel. However, we must remember that for the purposes of this paper we have focused
on what each of these religions understand, the unusual events happening in the temple mean, and not
which is “right” or more historically accurate. In addition, with a more in depth understanding of Jewish
beliefs and rituals, we would be able to better understand the symbolism Christians find in the tearing of
the temple curtain.
This research is merely scratching the surface of all the knowledge needed to understand the
reason behind Christians divergence from traditional Judaism. It is interesting to learn how both of these
religions were able to logically formulate very different symbolic meaning to a similar event. Through each

of the symbolic meanings of the tearing of the temple curtain and we have briefly touched on some of the
different ways these religions attempt to understand God’s relationship with humans.
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Dylan Hallagan
Patriarchy and Militarism
What is patriarchy and militarism? How do they interrelate? Summarize the gender stereotypes and sense of group
membership and identity reflected in militarism. Citing the readings and specific events and persons in the film,
how did these stereotypes and identity markers contribute to the soldiers’ destructive and criminal behavior in Iraq
and after they returned to the U.S.? Given the prevalence of gender stereotypes in American culture, what
recommendations would you make to further the educational process of “social conversion” in America?

In The Wounded Platoon, FRONTLINE investigates a Fort Carson platoon of
infantrymen—the 3rd Platoon, Charlie Company, 1st Battalion, 506th Infantry—and finds a
group of young men changed by war who are battling a range of psychiatric disorders that many
blame for their violent and self-destructive behavior. Through the development of programs for
“the invisible wounds of war,” the U.S. government has focused on addressing the consequences
of war while ignoring the militaristic ideologies and patriarchal gender stereotypes that
contributed to the soldiers’ destructive and criminal behaviors. It is these ideological stereotypes
that need to be dealt with through social measures to bring justice to these broken men.
To understand how it is possible for soldiers to come back home so broken and destroyed
that their lives fall apart, the vast complexities of patriarchy and militarism must be unraveled.
Patriarchy is a social power ideology which is the idea that “power, social control, material
wealth, and high social status accrue predominantly to males rather than females” (Burke 3).
There is no clear initiating event to prove the start of patriarchy, but historians mostly concede
the practice started shortly after the Agricultural-Revolution. Sebastian Kraemer, author of “The
Origins of Fatherhood: An Ancient Family Process”, explores the origins of patriarchy. Females
were primarily the “gardeners” an intensive, laborious trade, while males practiced organized
hunting, and had more free time. Out of this free-time, men developed intuition. He states that
out of this intuition grew fear and jealousy from the realization that a mother and child’s bond is
far greater than that of a father and child, and the role of a male to render a child is only
necessary for a matter of minutes. This realization questioned man’s place in a society. Out of
jealously and fear, males create patriarchy to bring power and necessity for themselves in society
(“Kraemer”). Evidently, once this early implication of patriarchy started it has been unstopped.
This is one of the most enduring and pervasive of all social patterns that has lasted multiple
millenniums, appearing in all eras such as: prehistory, classical antiquity, and modernity, as well
as among all races, social institutions, and economic classes, and in virtually every known
culture (“Burke 3”).
Patriarchy imposes rigid divisions of male and female roles in society. Patriarchy deems
“masculinity” as synonymous with strength, aggression, and superiority, while “femininity” is

synonymous with passivity and inferiority (“Burke 4”). These ideals have been accepted as
appropriate, natural, and proper for men and women in society today. Because of this, men are
seen as the face of families and power, while women are property of men whose purpose is to
serve, respect, and carry on a man’s lineage.
The other contributing ideology, militarism, is the belief or desire of a government or
people that a country should maintain a strong military capability and be prepared to use it
aggressively to defend or promote national interests. It's both an expansionist and imperialist
ideology that a government or country should maintain a strong military capability, and also
method to resolve conflict through deliberate and organized physical force (“Burke 1”). Physical
militarism is easy to comprehend: these are the wars; interventions; coupes; proxy armies;
military rule; and human rights violations. However, militarism is much more than just armies,
air forces, and navies; it is an ideology affecting governments and political objectives. Through
military behaviors, values, and patterns, societies and governments become ‘militarized’. This
ideological militarization doesn’t happen all at once, but is a gradual change over time until
militarism is a social normality (“Burke 3”).
The basic goal of militarism is to gain or continue power over another (“Burke 2”). To
do this militarism embodies the expansion of military might to become the dominant figure of a
political realm. This notion creates an idea that the one who has the strongest military has the
prerogative to control, intervene, and influence other countries, states, regions. Such are the
ideas of US in the Middle East. The invasion of Iraq was built solely on the political gain in the
region. The US used military force to capture Saddam Hussein and liberate Iraqis. Since the US
has the largest and strongest military, any chance of Iraq winning an all-out war was slim;
therefore, the US gained a dominant position over another through the use of military might.
Militarism also achieves power over another by polarizing militaristic nationalism. If
nationalism is the identification of “us” and “the other”, then militaristic nationalism is the
separation of “us” and the “enemy”(“Burke 2”). Militaries achieve this state of mind through
group membership (“Burke 2”). As militaries are formed and constructed through the unification
of “us” and similarities under militarism, exaggerated differences transform the “other” to
become “the enemy”. This “enemy” ideology allows the justification of more militarism, and it
continues to grows and evolve. This evolution of ideas leads to the false realization that the
enemy is so wrong the only viable solution to resolve differences is through violence and force
(“Burke 2”).
When a government comes to this conclusion, society is manipulated to accept the
violence. Media outlets glorify war, instill patriotism, and emphasize the exhilaration of battle.
This was evident during Operation Iraqi Freedom, as journalists reported from the front lines as
the US captured Baghdad. As war drags on, the sensationalism is eased and militarism is
downplayed through doublespeak reports censoring the violent nature of war. Missiles are called
“peacemakers” and civilian casualties are called “collateral damage”. This doublespeak masks
the horrific realities and oppression that war entails.
Given the exploration of both patriarchy and militarism, striking similarities are evident.
This is understandable through the realization that the two concepts are inevitably linked.
Militarism, both as ideology and in physicality, spawns from patriarchy’s characterization of
male and female gender roles. In pre-historic patriarchy, males were hunters to provide meat for
the society, and became warriors as they used hunting skills to protect the livelihood of the
group. On the other hand, females were to bear offspring, specifically sons, to continue the

lineage and serve the man’s needs. In modern militarism, men need to purge themselves of all
weakness and become the epitome of a soldier, to protect their country's interest.
Gender stereotypes are social relationships, values, behaviors and attributes culturally
associated with males and females. In patriarchy, stereotypical males are seen as masculine:
strong, aggressive, and unemotional; while females are seen as feminine: passive, weak, and
emotional (“Burke 4”). In the military, these gender roles are even further hyperbolized. War
and combat became upheld as the masculine. During training, a “recruit is stripped of his
individuality and is taught not show 'feminine' traits like tenderness or weakness” (Burke 4).
Men are cultivated to become tough and hardened—mentally and physically— and to be
aggressive, brave, conditioned, disciplined, and competitive; whereas, stereotypical feminine
emotions, such as compassion, cooperation, or nurturing, are purged.
A former Marine, Iraqi veteran, and now St. John Fisher College student, Jack Hills,
recalls the competitive, cultivating, and masculine nature of boot camp and the military. “Boot
camp consisted of three phases. The first phase was to basically break you and the next two
were to build you back up into the appropriate image that is most applicable” (Interview with
Jack Hills). Drill sergeants were “in your face, yelling”, recruits were sleep deprived, and
physically and mentally drained (Interview with Jack Hills). Also, there is a “huge alpha male
mentality, and everything is a competition that is graded and critiqued” based on the military’s
standards (Interview with Jack Hills) When asked if the military tries to purge feminine traits,
Jack Hills said it was definitely true. “We trained to take care of one another, and be responsible
for one another, but it’s not compassion, but more of a sense of camaraderie” (Interview with
Jack Hills).
This camaraderie that Jack talks about is, as previously stated, group membership. It is
the unification of men through communal living in fort, barracks, with uniforms, and partaking
in group activities (“Burke 2”). Camaraderie creates tightly knit bonds between a soldier and his
company. Upon graduation, soldiers are issued to battalions, where they join other men to create
lasting units. They eat, sleep, train, wrestle, and live together, forging loyalty, trust, friendships,
and strengths as platoon individuals work together honing their skills to aspire to be an ultimate
collective, fighting machine. Any sign of weakness by a person is deemed a chink in the armor.
If soldiers are supposed to be the epitome of "real" men —strong and brave and aggressive—
then traits of femininity —passiveness— and emotion are weaknesses. In communal platoons
where masculinity reigns, soldiers are scared to show weakness out of fear for ridicule and
disrespect. Jack says, “If you're deployed overseas, you need to know that someone will
unhesitant have your back- you know- watch out for you, and if it comes down it they aren’t
going to hesitate to put their life on the line for you” (Interview with Jack Hills). If a soldier is in
combat and such weak traits emerge it is a liability for the entire platoon, and puts others at risk.
If someone breaks down then all of the sudden the focus isn't on the mission. This is why in a
competitive, militaristic hierarchy, where many vie for rank and respect, weakness isn’t
accepted.
In The Wounded Platoon, the effects of militarism and patriarchal masculinity are clearly
evident. During 3rd Platoons first tour, its unifying leader, Sgt. Huey, was killed by a roadside
bomb. He was the father figure of the platoon, taking soldiers under his wing, and was loved by
all. But, when he died so did a part of the “unit”. He was the keystone and the foundation which
the unit was built upon, and when he died the foundations were cracked. Unable to lean on Sgt.
Huey and rather than leaning on each other as mechanism of grief, the men fell back on the
militarism and patriarchal masculinity that they had been molded with in training: annihilation,

aggression, and more violence. Kenny Eastridge, a private who shared a close bond with Sgt.
Huey said, “I will destroy everything”, as he hoped for a firefight to release his grief through
revenge. And destroy he did. Charlie Company recorded 700 confirmed kills during the tour,
and received respect for being one of the deadliest companies (“The Wounded Platoon”). This
idea that more militarism can solve problems that arise from it became foundational for
destructive and criminal behavior later on.
As soldiers gained vengeance through violence, compassion and morals were completely
disregarded as they became so desensitized to the war’s atrocities. Another soldier from 3rd
Platoon, Jose Barco, is now serving a 52 year prison sentence on two accounts of attempted
murder, recalls the psychological costs of war (“The Wounded Platoon”).
You know, we ran into, like, groups- like, mass executions, with their hands tied behind
their backs and everybody shot in the head, like, side by side. It's not like seeing a dead
body while you're walking, you know, to the grocery store here. It's not- it's not like that.
It was Iraq. You know, it was- it's kind of, like, acceptable to see that there and not- not
really care about it. It got to the point, really, it was like seeing a dead dog or a dead cat
lying on the road- it just got to that point. (The Wounded Platoon)
This idea that human death became so common that it was like seeing road kill, is truly
astounding. These men have no emotion, no moral, and no warmth because militarism stripped
the individuality and dignity from them. It suddenly becomes very apparent how these men could
destroy themselves. If these men became so militarized that death had little meaning, and was a
normality, then it is comprehendible that life in the US would be near impossible to live without
hardship.
As men continued their duty, they could not escape the impacts of intense war. Another
soldier, Ryan “Doc” Krebbs, recollected when he hit his breaking point. He stopped loading his
weapon when he was out on patrol and knew at that point he was a danger to his fellow soldiers.
He decided to help himself and went to an Army psychiatrist on base. When he told the
psychiatrist he had a problem, the doctor examined him but cleared him for duty, ignoring the
problems Doc Krebbs had. In the midst of a total mental breakdown, Doc Krebbs was told to
"suck it up and put his boots back on” because he was soldier, and that’s what soldiers do (“The
Wounded Platoon”). Soldiers are tough, masculine, and push through pain and suffering.
Doc Krebbs was not alone. Other soldiers had problems, but few dared to express
themselves. Expression of problems, insecurities, and emotion in the military is a sign of
weakness. In the army, getting help is a stigma that a soldier has a weakness (“The Wounded
Platoon”). The implications of militarism and patriarchal ideas of masculinity were supposed to
purge these weaknesses during training, as men were conditioned to be the best of soldiers. Out
of fear of embarrassment and ridicule, men swallowed their pains and took to destructive outlets
when they returned home. They drank themselves numb and became cocaine addicts to ease the
realities.
Lastly, since the soldiers had been stripped of individuality, they further rooted
themselves in group membership. They were soldiers in a company. On the battlefield, next to
their comrades, is where they felt most comfortable. Many opted for a second tour of duty, where
veterans like Jose Barco were voluntarily put in the hottest gunfights. Jose saw his second tour of
duty as a vindication for leaving his first early. He felt like he owed his company and wanted to
go back and fight the hardest battles (“The Wounded Platoon”). Since his individuality had been
stripped in his training, the only identity he felt was left in his platoon and the military.

Militarism so consumed his livelihood that all Iraqi’s became “the enemy”- the basic principle of
militaristic nationalism. During his confession for murder, Barco stated he and Kenny Eastridge
had murdered Iraqi civilians.
They're all hajis to me. Like, if I see a dead haji, it doesn't make it better that it's a civilian
or that it's an armed guy trying to kill me because to us, they're all- they're all guilty. You
disassociate. To you, they're not even people, you know? They're not humans. (The
Wounded Platoon)
This is a truly shocking statement, yet, an eerily perfect example of militaristic and patriarchal
destruction. It proves how Barco became the military’s ideal killing machine by dehumanizing
his enemy.
Through two horrific tours soldiers Barco, Eastridge, Krebbs, and others of 3rd Platoon
had been negatively transformed from naive teenagers to the coldest, and most broken of men.
As men like Barco, Eastridge, and Krebbs returned home, they slipped through the cracks of
justice, as the military could not provide the necessary needs to heal their invisible wounds.
How can the contributing gender ideas of militarism and patriarchy be stopped? Through
social conversion: “the changing a society’s ideology or comprehensive vision” (Terminology 1).
Upcoming generations must be educated as to how militarism “socializes people to accept
violence as natural and patriarchy as normal” (Burke). Though patriarchy has existed since the
Agricultural Revolution, it is not a fixed concrete system, but rather constructed and reinforced
practices past down from generation to generation. Since it is not a fixed system it can be
changed.
To change, education of the injustices soldiers face must be taught. People need to
debate, converse, and protest to bring the problem to light. Soldiers from wars, past and present,
need to tell the world how the USA, the militaristic land of opportunity, destroyed them.
Through social awareness, society can realize the extent to which it has become victim of
militarism and patriarchy. Mothers and fathers need to teach their sons and daughters to express
themselves and not conform to past pretenses of patriarchy. They must break down the
dichotomy of masculinity and femininity (“Burke 14”). Boys must be taught that girls aren’t
subordinates of themselves, but equals, and that they are not objects or property. By emphasizing
emotions are human and not gendered, patriarchy can be diminished. If patriarchy is diminished,
then militarism will follow since they are both entwined. This doesn’t happen overnight; it takes
years if not generations to implement change, but it can be done.
The key to overturning these ideologies is the participation of society and personable
leaders to instill activism and bring the atrocities to relevancy. As I did more in depth research
of The Wounded Platoon, I found a comment page where people discussed, and shared opinions.
As I scrolled through the comments, I found one by Ryan Krebbs and another by Rey Barco
(Jose’s older brother). It was touching to see men like Krebbs and Barco witnessing to people on
the internet and thanking them for their support. Knowing that Krebbs himself wrote on the
forums made the whole situation more personal and relevant to me. People on TV shows and
news always seem so much more distant and irrelevant. However, when Krebbs wrote a
comment, it was like he was talking to me instead of an audience. I believe until a person meets
or confronts a victimized individual, the issues at large seem so distant. There is no personal
relevance or pity and documentaries are simply to document. But these people need more than
that. They need help. I worked in a ski shop in Colorado last year, and the resort put on a

Wounded Warrior Program so wounded veterans could enjoy simplicities that they had before
injury. Some may have very well have been from Fort Carson. I was awestruck at the sacrifice
some of the men had made: Limbs lost; severe burns; and dismembering of their bodies. War
and violence never was real to me until I had to boot-fit a man with half a foot, or a man with no
face. Until revelations like that happen in society, militarism and patriarchy will continue to take
its toll. For the most part, the general public’s lives will remain unchanged until they realize,
first-hand, the destruction it carries. People like Doc Krebbs can make an impact by telling their
story, and changing people views. And when people realized that the invisible wounds of
Krebbs, Eastridge, Barco, and thousands more soldiers are from stems of patriarchal and
militaristic roots, then violence, war, militarism, and patriarchy will lose its utility.
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Life in Rural Ghana

I am a graduate of Saint John Fisher College (Class of 2011) with a double major in
biology and religious studies. I recently took part in an international trip at my medical school in
Old Westbury, NY. I attend the New York College of Osteopathic Medicine at NYIT. The
collaboration between the NYIT Center for Global Health and the Jesse M. Rohde Foundation in
Ghana helped create a trip that in itself was a life changing experience. Each and every day
offered something new to our thoughts that paved the way for insights and discoveries.
During our three weeks in Ghana, we stayed in a village known as Oworobong, found in
the eastern region of Ghana (Kwahu-Tafo District). The people of Oworobong make a living by
working on farms and cultivating crops. In spite of not having electricity or running water, life is
still “normal”. They would invite us in to dine as they would greet us on the streets. The villagers
received us with the uttermost respect and gratitude. Moreover they were willing to give up all of
what they had to make us happy, whether that meant a chair to sit or food to share in their homes
made of mud and thatched roof. Furthermore the warm smile on their faces hid their suffering
and problems, as they seem to be accustomed to being happy with the little that they have.
The conditions in Oworobong were far worse than I had expected or could imagine as a
westerner prior to my arrival in Ghana. The clinic we were at in Oworobong, setup by the Rohde
Foundation in Oworobong, provides for basic healthcare needs. Since transportation to the area
is not easily used due to long and unpaved dirt roads, people from far away villages travel to
Oworobong on foot to get medical attention from the clinic.
One of such instances involved a female in her late thirties who walked to our clinic on a
hot humid day. As she approached us, she immediately fell to the ground in pain and discomfort.
Later that day she delivered a healthy boy at the clinic. The smile on her face with the newborn
next to her will always be treasured in my heart. Having suffered already a tremendous amount
of pain associated with labor, the mother now awaited to accept the greater challenge of raising
the child in the face of poverty.
In medical school we learn so much about the biological aspect of child development but
we rarely talk about the impact of the social environment on the child. Children are malnourished
in rural areas of Ghana with their diet consisting of yam and cassava. From our surveys done on
school children ages 5-12, we realized many of them barely eat three times a day. Some of them
eat rodents and snails, basically anything they can find in the environment. Considering how
important proper nutrition is during this age period, it is not surprising to see adults present at the
clinic with neurological weakness and anemia, as they were raised in similar conditions when
they were children.

The images of malnourishment we have witnessed and the sights of children at labor we
have been accustomed to in Ghana, all speak for the injustice that these people have been faced
with throughout their life. All of these have their implications on health regardless of whether the
people realize it or not. As human beings we all are connected and share a common ground
regardless of race, or the culture or religion we follow. Whether one is from Africa, Asia, Europe
or North America, as human beings we all deserve the right to the basic necessities of life. This
includes the access to safe water, food and healthcare. Medicine teaches us that our bodies are
prone to the basic functioning and require attention in the face of abnormalities without
consideration of an individual’s nationality, wealth, religion or social views. It is this realization
that I find true to my life and something that has brought me closer to medicine.
As an aspiring physician I hope to return to rural areas such as the one in Ghana later in
my life. As an undergraduate student at Saint John Fisher College, I was introduced to rural
medicine with my first trip to Pune, located in northern India. Now having gone to two different
resource-scarce areas of the world in two different continents, I find myself one step closer to
global medicine. This trip helped me attain a better understanding of what it is like to practice
medicine in rural areas, both from a cultural and from a medical perspective. Although I’m not
sure of what awaits me tomorrow, I know for sure that if there is anything that I do that will
make me happy in life, it will involve global medicine in some shape or form. My studies at
Saint John Fisher College will always be looked upon as an asset that have contributed to my
success thus far and towards the fulfillment of my goals in the future.
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Adrienne Aldridge

Approaches to the Divine
Introduction
Composed of philosophical and cultural ideas and unique art and practices, Hinduism is an
eastern religion predominately practiced in India. Millions of people practice Hinduism which is one of
the Earth’s oldest religions. Notably, this faith’s main distinctive qualities are the belief in reincarnation,
the Path of Desire and the Path of Righteousness and one absolute being, Brahman. Hinduism seeks to
answer the fundamental questions of life: what do we want out of this life and how can we obtain it? The
religion explores the idea that there is more to us that meets the eye; an infinite being constrained by the
desire for pleasures and wealth. And not until we set aside these aspirations can we realize our “supreme
strength, the fullness of wisdom and unquenchable joy” (Smith, 26). Humans have an unrelenting desire
to be closer to God, and in fact, to see him. This is not only true for Arjuna in the Bhagavad Gita, a major
Hindu scripture, but also for Muhammad in the Qur’an and St. Paul in the Holy Bible. Through the study
of the Bhagavad Gita as well as Huston Smith’s The World’s Religions, there are four main ways to build
the relationship between humans and the Divine.
1.) Four Paths to God
Smith very clearly illustrates the four ways to the Divine: through work, through love, through
devotion and through knowledge, all designed to unite the human spirit with the Divine who is concealed
in the deepest recesses of our being. Karma yoga, the path to God through work is meant for those more
active than others. Sometimes when we work, our ego swells and we continue to work purely for the
benefit of ourselves. Recognizing that humans have a psychological drive to work, jnana is a way to
accomplish tasks while simultaneously becoming closer to God. Jnana is the way to “identify oneself
with the transpersonal Absolute that resides in the core of one’s being” (Smith, 38). The idea of this path
is that every act done without thought for one’s self strengthens the bond with the Divine. When acts are
not done for our personal interests, our ego is lightened and the film that blocks our infinite selves
becomes lighter. The path to oneness with the Divine through knowledge is known as jnana yoga. This is
the process of turning the “knower” into that which she knows and developing the power to “distinguish
between the surface self that crowds the foreground of attention and larger self that is out of sight”
(Smith, 29). The final path, raja yoga, seeks to uncover the beyond within through psychophysical
exercises. Through meditation (yoga) and allowing the mind to work through the body, one can attain
knowledge, awaken infinite self and eventually enlightenment. Becoming closer to God through love,
known as bhakti yoga, is the most popular of the paths. The Bhakta will strive to love God with every
fiber of their being. Love is the staple of this yoga, “not just to claim such love, but to love God in fact”
(Smith, 34). The objective of this path is to aim all of the love and the base of the heart and direct it
towards God unwavering, undeniably and unfailing.
2.) A Vision of God in the Bhagavad Gita
The Bhagavad Gita is cornerstone in the Hindu faith. A seven hundred verse scripture, this book
describes the conversation between Arjuna and his guide Krishna on a variety of philosophical issues.
More specifically, chapter eleven investigates one of the ways to build a relationship with God, which is
through devotion. When contemplating whether he could bear to withstand the bad karma he would
accumulate in war from killing his cousins, brothers, and uncles, Arjuna receives from his charioteer great

counsel. Krishna, the God and the charioteer, also reveals that behind his human form, is the universal
form; He is the Supreme Being. Arjuna asks to see the true appearance of the Supreme Being which is
granted. However, since one cannot see the universal form with their human eyes, Krishna grants Arjuna
sight with divine eyes. With his illusion dispelled Arjuna sees the mystic wonders of the universe,
unlimited mouths and unlimited eyes. The form was decorated with divine, dazzling ornaments and
arrayed in many garbs. He was garlanded gloriously, and there were many scents smeared over His body
(Bhagavad Gita 10-11).
The Supreme Being explains that even transcendental eyes cannot understand the complexity of his
present being. Pure devotional service is the only way to understanding.
3.) Parallel Visions of God
Similar to Prince Arjuna, Dante, the protagonist in the Divine Comedy, also seeks to see the rue
form of God. In Canto XXXIII of Paradise, Dante is granted permission by Mother Mary who obtains for
him the vision of God. What he sees next is too great for words, similar to how Arjuna felt about the
beauty of the Supreme Being in his cosmic form, and he claims to remember it is a dream. Therefore, he
prays to God that He let Dante remember some of the events so that he may convey His glory through his
poetry. In his vision, he sees a book, the Word of God, enveloped by light and bound by love. Finally he
sees God, as three circles, representing the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit and he suddenly
understands Incarnation in a flash of light. Dante has built a relationship with God through knowledge at
this instance. “But now was turning my desire and will, even as a wheel that equally is moved, the Love
which moves the sun and other stars” (Paradise, Canto XXXIII). Although he cannot speak the entire
truth of what he just saw, due to his dreamlike state, his vision is proof of God’s love and he returns to the
world with his free will in harmony with God’s. This experience represents one way to God, through
devotion and love. Dante prays to God in hope of seeing Him in His cosmic form, which he does. And
much like Arjuna, the vision is explained as too great for words, but both characters absolutely love and
follow the Divine and return from the experience enriched and knowledge.
4.) Mohammad’s Night Journey
Al Israa and Surah Miraj in the Qur’an explain the Prophet Muhammad’s meeting with the
Divine, who had a similar experience to Arjuna’s and Dante’s. in which he was granted permission to
Heaven. Al Israa refers to the “Miraculous Night Journey” of Muhammad and Surah Miraj refers to his
ascension into Heaven. Along with Gabriel, Muhammad traveled from Makka to Jerusalem, “the farthest
Mosque.”
Holy is He Who carried His servant by night from the Holy Mosque to the farther Mosque –
whose surroundings We have blessed – that We might show him some of Our signs. Indeed He
alone is All-Hearing, All-Seeing.
(Qur’an 17:1)
Upon reaching the gates of Heaven, Muhammad offered prayers so that he might see, with his own eyes,
God. The Prophet went through various levels of Heaven, meeting other prophets and other religious
figures such as Abraham and Moses. Finally, he reached the highest point of Heaven and was graced with
an experience of the Divine Presence. At the conclusion of the chapter, Muhammad was ordered to pray
five times a day (originally fifty, but even Moses thought that was too much). This is again an example of
reaching God through devotion. Praying five times a day is a constant reminder of the phenomenal
journey of the Prophet as well as the glory of God.

5.) St. Paul’s Second Letter to the Corinthians
St. Paul’s Second Letter to the Corinthians explains to the people of Corinth why he could not
make the voyage there and help settle the strife that had plagued them for quite some time. He opens the
letter giving thanks to God, apologizing to the Corinthians and giving forgiveness to the man that shamed
him after his first visit. Towards the end of his letter, St. Paul makes a fairly brief allusion to a visit
Heaven.
I know a man in Christ who fourteen years ago was caught up to the third heaven.
Whether it was in the body or out of the body I do not know—God knows. And I know
this man—whether in the body or apart from the body I do not know but God knows—
was caught up to paradise. He heard inexpressible thing, things that man is not permitted
to tell.
(2 Corinthians
12:2-4).
This experience is very similar to Dante’s in that the state of consciousness is not clear, whether it
was a dream or not, or whether it was an inner or outer body experience. St. Paul approached a
relationship to the Divine through love, work and knowledge. Not only did St. Paul dedicate his life
to spreading the Word of the Lord to those in need, such as the Corinthians but this letter expresses
that everything he did for them was for God; every act he accomplished, every word he spoke was to
relay God’s message.
Conclusion
Through Arjuna’s, Dante’s, Muhammad’s and St. Paul’s experience with the Divine, it is obvious
that their relationships and relied heavily on reaching out to the Divine through devotion and love.
Although none of them were certain of what they were going to see when faced with the Supreme
Being, they all had faith and unwavering love for their superior and were enamored and awed by what
was before them. Through their experiences, each of these men also built s relationship with the
Divine through knowledge; each heard and saw things that could not be explained in words and in
fact did not seem real to them or those who heard of their travels. But although it may be had to
believe, Christians, Muslims and Hindus continue to hear these magnificent stories and try to build a
relationship with the Supreme Being. In the process of building this relationship, the infinite human
soul is, little by little, being freed, allowing for an enriched, complete life and a thorough
understanding of the Divine.
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Rachael Drojak and Jacob Swarwout
The Gift of Family
Growing up in a different family dynamic can be difficult yet rewarding. Rachael and I come from two
separate family dynamics. Rachael grew up with a single parent and I have grown up with both parents. Although
we come from different homes our families have helped us develop into the adults we are today.
Growing up with a Single Mom vs. Growing up with both parents:
Rachael: My father had passed away before I had been born; however, I did not only have my mother. We had
extended friends and family that knew my father and helped my mom take care of me and my siblings. I never
really knew what it was like to have a father, but I learned a lot from friends and relatives that had both parents. I
also had my nanny; Nana, that helped my mom with the kids while she was going to school for her master’s degree
in counseling. Since my mom was going to school and we had our Nana helping out around the house myself and
my siblings took responsibility in chores and taking care of each other when my mom was not around. Also I
learned to branch out to friends when I needed help. I was playing sports at a young age and into high school and
when I needed a ride to games or practice I would ask friends because my mom couldn’t drive all four kids around.
I think the most important thing that having a single parent taught me was to be independent as possible but to
also look after my family.
Jacob: Coming from a household with both parents made childhood much easier for me. However, when I was
younger my father traveled for word a lot and I only saw him on the weekend or when he was on vacation. I
believe that I can relate to Rachael because of this because with both parents working I relied on my older siblings
and grandparents. Similar to Rachael I would often ask others for rides when I was playing sports or if I needed
help. However, I had the benefit of having my father home a lot of the time and I could go to him for advice or to
play outside. I could also go to my mother for advice that my father could not help me with. Rachael did not have
this in her life and I really do not understand what it’s like to only have one parent in my life.
Religious Views
Rachael: My mom was always religious and this was passed on to my family. We would attend church almost every
Sunday and I was baptized and confirmed. However, playing sports at an early age and having other commitments
limited my family’s ability to attend church every Sunday. I believe that I am still religious even though I do not
attend church as much as I used to. Since my father and grandfather had both passed away when I was at a young
age it helps me to keep my faith strong. I want to believe that there is something more than life on Earth.
Jacob: Both of my parents come from a religious background and when I was younger that was reflected on my
family. We would go to church every Sunday and especially on the holidays. However, as I grew older we began to
stray away from going to church every Sunday when my father was working and when my siblings and I had sports.
I had lost touch with my religion and really did not think about it until I came to St. John Fisher. Taking religious
studies courses had sparked my curiosity in religion once again. I base my beliefs not on going to church every
Sunday, but on my actions. I believe that being a good person and living life to its full potential can show your faith

just as well as going to church on Sunday. Also I like to believe that there is more to life than life on Earth even if
there is not it is a beautiful thing to believe.
Morals and Values
Rachael: Growing up in a single parent household has taught me many valuable morals and values that I follow
today. I have been taught not to rely on other but trust them and be independent because that’s how my mom
lives. I also appreciate what I have because at young age our standard of living was much easier; however, finances
became tight later on. I learned that it is not about material possessions but it is about having family and loved
ones because they could gone in an instant. I have truly learned to surround myself with people who appreciate
me for who I am and to be proud of whom I am because that is what my mother did when my father passed away.
Jacob: Both of my parents have taught me valuable morals and values that I hold on to today. They have taught me
to be myself and appreciate who I am and where I come from. My parents had both been successful financially
when I was younger; however, when the economy began to crumble both of my parents lost their jobs and had to
find jobs where they were underpaid. From this I have learned to accept anything life may throw at me and that
money cannot buy happiness. All that matters is that I have family and friends who love me for who I am and I love
them equally. The biggest value that I have learned from my parents is to love others for who they are and never
to judge. I am very thankful for my parents because they have helped shaped me into the person I am today.
Although Rachael and I come from different households our upbringing was very similar. Both of us have
loving and supporting families that love us for whom we are and have taught us many morals and values. We both
cherish our families and would not wish to change the way we had been raised. If our lives had been different we
would not have grown into the people we have become.
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From Our Guest Writer

Dr. Angela M. Amoia

Half a Year of Learning

My parents have been there…you have been there too! There is me, a baby! The picture
you see is me at a quarter year old. Now, I am soon to be a half a year old! How much I have
changed in these last three months, mainly in the area of learning. I come to work with my
mama at least once a week and I can tell she is helping others learn. So let’s talk about this thing
called learning.
These days I am exploring all my senses in my learning. I can stare at and touch my
mama’s hands or my friend, silly monkey, for time unknown. Though I love to just sit and
observe sometimes, most of the time I am on the go go go crawling all around from place to
place and examining everything I encounter. But when I hear some music from my Einstein toy,
I stop and listen with joy taking in every note. I’ve always been a good eater, but now eating is
so much more fun! I am trying all new things lately (of course one at a time) and my taste buds
love all the cereals and vegetables so far. I’m just now starting into the sweet goodness of fruits
and so far, so good!
In a nutshell, though I might be focusing in on one sense or another, it is amazing how I
have to use all of my senses to understand what I am doing at any particular moment. I have
already had so many wonderful days and I know there are so many days still ahead of me. I
cannot wait to live each of those days ahead with exploration! I knew my parents and God
waited for just the right time since it is me they made. Till next time…
Since I was a little girl, learning has always been fun for me and still is to this day. This
is probably why I played school back then and now am in academia. I have many favorite parts
of being a mom, but one of my favorites is observing and participating in the joy of exploration
with Francesca. She is either smiling and laughing or intently concentrating depending on what

she is participating in. I lose track of time when playing with her. How could I not? Everything
is brand new to her and I get much pleasure being by her side when she figures something out for
the first time (or second or third). Playing with her has not only helped me understand how she
learns, but has enlightened me on the basic process of learning and broadened my creativity and
imagination when developing activities for my students. She is a constant reminder to approach
every day as if everything is new to me. Not only does it make life fun, but it stimulates me
which can be contagious to those around.
At a younger age, I made the conscious decision to be an older parent. I was always
afraid that God was going to punish me for making that decision by either not letting me get
pregnant or not letting me go to full term. At first I thought my fear was true, but one day it
finally happened…I was having a baby! My fear stayed with me through the pregnancy and I
prayed every day to have a full term, healthy and happy baby. Not only has God allowed me to
be pregnant, but he gave me an amazing little one that I can’t stop wanting to be with, as evident
from above. Being an older parent has treated me well and it has made me more easily
recognize that no one person (little or large) is ever perfect. During those times, Francesca
brings me patience, goodness and a light heart. She reminds me to always think good thoughts,
to speak good thoughts and to feel good thoughts toward others and in return to myself.
Francesca has not only blessed me but blessed so many lives around her and I look forward to
the one-of-a-kind journey ahead called motherhood!
With Blessings,
Angela & Francesca

FACULTY ESSAY

Dr. Tim Madigan
The Spirit of Counseling: A Comparison of “Gloria” and A Christmas Carol
STAVE ONE: INTRODUCTION
Ebenezer Scrooge’s example may be unique in Dickens’ work: the story’s
motivation is the regeneration of a single lost soul . . . This change of life is not as
sudden (as Chesterton said) “as the conversion of a man at a Salvation Army”; the
process as presented in Dickens’ narrative is precise and subtle, playing on the
man’s deeper repressed feelings aroused from a recollection of his former self, an
education through the example of his clerk and nephew, and a warning of what
his fate will be should he follow the same path in his life.i
When I first watched the three-part film “Gloria” over 25 years ago in an Introduction to
Counseling course taught by Richard Siggelkow, I was struck by a sense of familiarity. The
manner in which Gloria underwent the counseling techniques of three very different
individuals—Carl Rogers, Frederick Perls and Albert Ellis—reminded me of another three-tiered
approach to self-acceptance, namely the approach undergone by Ebenezer Scrooge in A
Christmas Carol. Like Gloria, Scrooge underwent his sessions in a single day (or rather night),
and in quick succession. Just as she had an introduction to what would happen to her by the
doctor who opens the film, so Scrooge had his introduction given to him by his former business
partner, Jacob Marley. But what particularly struck me was the manner in which the three
counselors, Rogers, Perls and Ellis, corresponded to the Spirits of Christmas Past, Present and
Future who visited Scrooge. Of course, such a comparison can be quite fanciful and arbitrary.
One can perhaps just as easily say the counselors correspond to Dorothy’s companions in The
Wizard of Oz:
Scarecrow/Brain
=
Ellis/Intellectual
Tin Man/Heart
=
Rogers/Emotional
Lion/Courage
=
Perls/Physical
And I am sure that anyone who so desires can find comparisons with the Three Wise Men, the
Three Blind Mice, the Three Billy Goats Gruff, the Three Stooges, or any other disparate
triumvirate. But A Christmas Carol is unique, in that it is the story of one man’s change of
character, a moving example of the possibility of redemption. It is thus a quite appropriate
vehicle with which to compare the film “Gloria,” itself an examination of one person’s encounter
with differing counseling systems. The counselors, like the Spirits in Dickens’ story, seek to help

that person come to grips with reality, and shed the shackles of pain and remorse. And like the
Spirits, each one has a specific method. “Marley’s Ghost is the symbol of divine grace, and the
three Christmas Spirits are the working of that grace through the agencies of memory, example,
and fear."ii While there may not be any “divine grace” in “Gloria” I wish to demonstrate the
similarities of the counselors’ approaches to that of the Spirits, and also show why it is that
Scrooge and Gloria must both undergo all three approaches—memory, example and fear—
before they can change their attitudes. In other words, both A Christmas Carol and “Gloria”
show the benefits of an eclectic approach to counseling.
STAVE TWO: THE FIRST OF THE THREE COUNSELORS
“Spirit!” said Scrooge in a broken voice, “remove me from this place.”
“I told you these were shadows of the things that have been,” said the
Ghost. “That they are what they are, do not blame me!”
“Remove me!” Scrooge exclaimed. “I cannot bear it!”iii
The counselor chooses to act consistently upon the hypothesis that the individual
has a sufficient capacity to deal constructively with all those aspects of his life
which can potentially come into conscious awareness.iv
Ebenezer Scrooge had long sought to repress his childhood memories—principally
memories of abandonment and loneliness. But mingled with these are softer, more pleasant
memories: the joys of imagination which came from reading adventure stories, and the feeling of
being rescued when his beloved sister Fan (whose son Scrooge had treated with scorn) tells him
he can come home from the awful boardinghouse to which his father had sent him. All these
memories, and more—long repressed if not forgotten—are called forth by the Spirit of Christmas
Past, a child-like yet elderly figure with a soft, gentle voice. Scrooge is overcome by these
recollections, and by the visit to his old, beloved employer Fezziwig, so much so that the pent-up
emotions of many years burst forth, and “to see his heightened and excited face . . . would have
been a surprise to his business friends in the city, indeed.”v
The Spirit does not show Scrooge these past experiences merely to be nostalgic. He is
concerned with Scrooge’s welfare. Scrooge, in his encounter with Marley, had expressed a desire
to change. The Spirit now sets the groundwork for such a change to occur: the first stage is selfawareness.
Reliving the past is an emotional experience, especially when the past in question is filled
with painful feelings. A counselor must have an understanding of the client’s past if he is to have
any effect upon that client. He must, in Carl Rogers’ terms, immerse himself in the client’s
experiences “because it is more effective the more completely the counselor concentrates upon
trying to understand the client as the client seems to himself.”vi It is not so much the event which
is important, as it is the feeling which the client has for it. Scrooge, like Gloria in her encounter
with Rogers, cries over the emergence of past memories, but he is able, nonetheless, to at least
tentatively apply his feelings to the present as well. For example, seeing his former self all alone
in the boardinghouse at Christmastime reminds him of the young boy singing carols at his home
just before his encounter with Marley’s Ghost: he regrets now that he chased the child away.
Scrooge recognizes that he was guilty of the same neglectful actions which had been perpetrated
upon himself as a boy, and which had made his own childhood such a lonely one. This sudden

memory, painful though it is, is also the cause of a feeling of empathy. The Ghost smiles
thoughtfully at this, but says nothing, in much the manner of a non-directive counselor, who
believes it to be unnecessary—and perhaps even detrimental—to make comments upon the
client’s expression of feelings.
The First Spirit’s technique is similar to Rogers’ technique. He asks “What is the
matter?” rather than telling Scrooge what the problem is. He gently coaxes, he does not
coerce. Scrooge becomes lost in the moment of reliving his past, so much so that he loses his
awareness of the Ghost, just a Gloria temporarily becomes unaware of Rogers as she tells about
her relationship with her father. The past is made real, but more importantly it is confronted.
“What is the matter?” asked the Ghost.
“Nothing particular,” said Scrooge.
“Something, I think?” the Ghost insisted.
“No,” said Scrooge, “No. I should like to be able to say or word or two to
my clerk just now! That’s all.”vii
“Something, I think?” The Ghost does not explain, but in his own way he sees that
Scrooge deals with his feelings. His voice is non-threatening but his grasp, “as gentle as a
woman’s hand, was not to be resisted.”viii You cannot escape your past but you can address it,
and lay to rest the ghosts which haunt you in the present.
Like Rogers’ all-too brief session with Gloria, the Spirit tells Scrooge that “my time
grows short.”ix He shows him, for maximum effectiveness, the moment when Scrooge initially
dons the crabbed, miserly persona which in later years came to possess him completely—the
moment when he breaks off his engagement to his fiancé Belle, because her dowry is too
meager. Money has become his obsession. It is money, he comes to think, which will make him
accepted, a man of the world, respected by all. But Belle had loved him when both of them were
poor. She accepted him for what he was, not for what he might become. By pursuing wealth he
lost her love, and set the course for his own future existence, one every bit as lonely as that of his
childhood, but one he himself was fully responsible for. It is this memory more than any other
which devastates Scrooge, but the meaning of it is now clear to him. “You fear the world too
much,” Belle tells him. “All your other hopes have merged into the hope of being beyond the
chance of its sordid reproach.”x Rogers stresses the point that a healthy individual is one who
accepts the world for what it is, in a realistic fashion, and is in tune with both himself and his
environment.
“Why do you delight to torture me?” Scrooge rages at the Spirit. But these images, these
memories, have been conjured up by Scrooge, not by the Spirit, for they are memories of his own
past. The non-directive counselor cannot dictate the path a client must take, for only the client
knows his own past, or rather only the client knows his own feelings for this past. Memories can
be exhilarating or painful, but in order to come to grips with one’s self, they must be expressed
rather than repressed. Scrooge fights with the Spirit but the Ghost offers no resistance, just as the
client-centered counselor makes it a point to listen rather than argue with the client. Belle’s
words, so long buried in the recesses of Scrooge’s memory, have been brought to the forefront,
and Scrooge relives them now in the light of what his life has become. He now accepts them, and
only from such acceptance can genuine change occur.

STAVE THREE: THE SECOND OF THE THREE COUNSELORS
“Come in!” exclaimed the Ghost. “Come in! and know me better, man!”
Scrooge entered timidly, and hung his head before this Spirit. He was not
the dogged Scrooge he had been, and though its eyes were clear and kind, he did
not like to meet them.
“I am the Ghost of Christmas Present,” said the Spirit. “”Look upon me!”xi
From the Gestalt viewpoint the neurotic is not merely a person who once had a
problem, he is a person who has a continuing problem, here and now, in the
present . . . He cannot get along in the present, and unless he learns how to deal
with problems as they arise, he will not be able to get along in the future.xii
Scrooge has, to a certain extent, come to grips with the ghosts of his past. He must now
come to see how these memories apply to his present situation—his lonely, loveless, miserly
self-centered existence. It will not be easy, but if his situation is to change it first must be
examined. He has seen the roots: now it is time to see the tree.
Scrooge hopes to be able to confront the second Spirit on his own terms. He “did not
wish to be taken by surprise and made nervous.”xiii Gloria, too, seemed anxious when meeting
Perls. She did not know what to expect. “The moment Scrooge’s hand was on the lock, a strange
voice called him by his name, and bade him enter.”xiv Again, Gloria was greeted by a “strange
voice,” namely Perls’, with its thick German accent, calling her name. “There sat a jolly giant,
glorious to see.”xv Perls might not have been a giant, but he was certainly larger-than-life, with a
jolly disposition. “Its eyes were clear and kind.”xvi For all his confrontation techniques and
pointed barbs, Perls comes across in “Gloria” as a kindly man, albeit one who refuses to humor
his client or take any nonsense. “Its dark brown curls were long and free: free as its genial face,
its sparkling eyes, its open hand, its cheery voice, its unconstrained demeanor, and its joyful
air.”xvii All in all, a rather good description of Perls as wells, especially his “unconstrained
demeanor.” Perls is nothing if not spontaneous.
The goal of Gestalt therapy is to increase the client’s awareness of the here and now, so
that he accepts his personal responsibilities. Perls does not merely listen to what Gloria has to
say. He provokes her, drawing awareness to her body movements, her gestures and expressions.
And he throws her words back at her when he feels them to be smokescreens for what she is
really thinking. Likewise, when Scrooge expresses true remorse at the thought that Tiny Tim
may soon die, the Spirit repeats the words he had spoken earlier to a gentleman who asked him
for a charitable contribution to help the needy: “If he be like to die, he had better do it, and
decrease the surplus population.”xviii More than this, the Spirit lectures him on the
presumptuousness of this earlier comment, something a client-centered counselor would never
do. But Scrooge accepts the rebuke, for he knows it to be just. His earlier words were meanspirited, and no longer express the feelings he presently has.
There is a sense of give-and-take in the Gloria/Perls session. She, too, does more than
merely listen to his theories. She fights back, accusing him of being insincere and insensitive.
Likewise, Scrooge accepts the Spirit’s admonitions when he feels them to be justified, but he
also makes his own accusations, criticizing the Spirit for seeking to close all public places on the

Sabbath and thereby depriving the poor of innocent enjoyment. The Spirit defends himself and
claims this to be the wish of misguided men rather than his own. This second Ghostly visitation
is much more active, more “spirited” as it were, than the first, as is Gloria’s session with Perls
when compared to her session with Rogers. And this is to be expected. What is being dealt with
in both situations is the present, which is changeable, as opposed to the past, which cannot be
alerted. The Ghost of Christmas Present
Is the only purely active spirit in the story. [Perls is the only truly active
counselor in the film—Rogers remains passive, while Ellis suggests future
activities rather than interact in the moment.] The Ghost of Christmas Past has the
ability to present only “shadows of the things that have been”: it does not judge, it
cannot alter what has been. [The non-directive counselor is non-judgmental and
accepting.] The Ghost of Christmas Yet to come lacks any power for reflection:
this grim reaper cannot be diverted from its inevitable course. [Ellis is no “grim
reaper” but as we will shortly see he is very sure of himself—he doesn’t seem to
even listen to Gloria except when what she says concurs with his theories.] Only
the Ghost of Christmas Present has the ability to comment on the events and to
offer alternatives to Scrooge’s miserable life.xix
Although the Spirit of Christmas Present greatly resembles Perls, there is another
character in A Christmas Carol who seems to embody the Gesalt concept of a healthy individual.
This is Scrooge’s nephew Fred, who yearly invites his uncle to join him and his wife for
Christmas dinner, and is yearly rebuffed. Rather than take this to heart, he sees the situation from
Scrooge’s perspective. “I am sorry for him; I couldn’t be angry with him if I tried. Who suffers
by his ill whims? Himself, always.”xx Fred is comfortable with himself. He is not offended by
Scrooge’s nasty remarks, because he sees them for what they are—the expressions of a man who
has seemingly lost the ability to love other people, and one who resents anyone capable of doing
so. Scrooge, before the ghostly visitations, is a man in pain, and he desires to spread this pain to
others, dragging them down with him. Fred will have none of it. His statement, “I want nothing
from you; I ask nothing of you: why cannot we be friends?”xxi is similar to the Gestalt “prayer”:
I am I, and you are you. I’m not in this world to live up to your expectations, and
you’re not in this world to live up to mine. I is I, and you is you. Amen.xxii
Scrooge is angry with his nephew because Fred married without his permission, and
worst of all a poor girl at that. But Scrooge, too, had once loved a poor girl. The Ghost of
Christmas Past accompanied him to the moment where he broke that engagement, and he was
filled with feelings of remorse. The second Spirit accompanies him to his nephew’s home, where
he sees that the spurning of Fred’s offer of hospitality is duly noted by the lady of the house
(Fred’s wife is much less sanguine than is her husband regarding the behavior of Uncle Scrooge).
But Fred toasts him, nonetheless, little realizing that his uncle stand nearby, ready to thank him if
he could.
The second Spirit, for all his emphasis on the present, can still see the probable future of
an unaltered course of behavior. Tiny Tim’s empty chair sits by the heath in Bob Cratchit’s
humble abode, and “If these shadows remain unaltered by the Future, the child will die.”xxiii It is
time for Scrooge to face the consequences of his present-day actions.

STAVE FOUR: THE LAST OF THE COUNSELORS
“Ghost of the Future!” he exclaimed. “I fear you more than any Spectre I have
seen. But, as I hope your purpose is to do me good, and as I hope to live to be
another man from what I was, I am prepared to bear your company, and do it with
a thankful heart.xxiv
It is very difficult to prophesy, especially about the future.xxv
The main difference between the Third Spirit in A Christmas Carol and Albert Ellis, the
third counselor in the film “Gloria” can be stated simply: Ellis speaks a lot, the Ghost not at all.
But one word can be used to describe them both—unrelenting. Ellis, in the film, espouses his
Rational-Emotive Therapy (RET) with great fervor, spelling out its basic concepts and doing all
he can to relate these to Gloria’s situation. The Third Spirit in Dickens’ story points straight
ahead to the scenes he wishes Scrooge to visit, paying no heed to Scrooge’s queries or protests.
There is in both cases a high degree of direction, and little if no emphasis on the past or the
present. Ellis seems to say, “Listen, you’re screwed up right now. Let’s see what we can do to
change your ways of thinking about yourself so that in the future you’ll be better able to deal
with your situations.” It is Ellis’ conviction that if present illogical thinking patterns continue, the
client will continue to suffer and perhaps even self-destruct. The Ghost of Christmas Yet to come
also holds to this view. He shows Scrooge the inevitable consequences his mean-spirited
behavior will lead to—a lonely death, with his meager belongings picked over by human
vultures, and where the only emotion felt over his demise is pleasure from the poor debtors who
are finally freed from his grasp. The old woman who sells his bedclothes is even more of a
utilitarian than Scrooge was earlier in the story—why bury him in his best shirt, when calico will
do just as well? “They’d have wasted it, if it hadn’t been for me.”xxvi It is a horrifying
dénouement, but Scrooge recognizes its message:
“Men’s courses will foreshadow certain ends, to which, if persevered in, they
must lead,” said Scrooge. “But if the courses be departed from, the ends will
change.”xxvii
Ellis, too, stresses the fact that every person has the ability to change their behavior—the
question is not can they do so, but will they do so.
STAVE FIVE: THE ENDS OF COUNSELING
“I will live in the Past, the Present, and the Future!” Scrooge repeated, as
he scrambled out of bed. “The Spirits of all Three shall strive within me. Oh
Jacob Marley! Heaven and the Christmas Time be praised for this! I say it on my
knees, old Jacob; on my knees!”xxviii
I have used the framework of A Christmas Carol as a comparison with the counseling
methods of Rogers, Perls and Ellis, specifically by examining the ways in which these methods
were utilized in the film “Gloria”, not because I think the three men exactly correspond to the
three Spirits in Dickens’ story but because I believe the story captures the spirit, as it were, of

their differing approaches to counseling. Each counselor desires the same end, namely a client
who is healthier and better integrated into his/her environment than before he/she underwent the
counseling. A Christmas Carol is an example, albeit a fictional one, of such a process brought to
a successful completion. One might say that the three Spirits, by emphasizing in turn Scrooge’s
past, present and possible future, are embodiments of an eclectic approach to counseling.
Scrooge, in order to change his self-defeating behavior, had to see what had led to that behavior
(his past); how that behavior affected himself and those around him (his present), and what the
probable outcomes of that behavior would likely be (his future). Too much emphasis on any one
area could very well prove to be detrimental to such a process, since what is sought after is the
client seeing himself or herself as a whole. All three methods need to be utilized. A behavioral
change as “miraculous” as that of Ebenezer Scrooge cannot always be expected. But this threetiered approach can indeed prove to be most effective. Gloria, in the film of that name,
recognized (or was prompted to recognize by her respective guides) that each counselor seemed
to address a different area of her life, but she also seemed unable to relate to the approaches in a
meaningful way—which is to say, she failed to see the manner in which all three approaches
affected her as a whole person.
It is significant that Scrooge, at the end of the story, finally accepts his nephew’s longstanding offer of sharing Christmas dinner with him. Fred, the most self-accepting character in
the story, had earlier expressed his opinion of the Christmas spirit:
There are many things from which I might have derived good, by which I have
not profited, I dare say . . . Christmas among the rest. But I am sure I have always
thought of Christmas time, when it has come around . . . as a good time: the only
time I know of, in the long calendar of the year, when men and women seem by
one consent to open their shut-up hearts freely . . .”xxix
“To open their shut-up hearts freely . . .” This nicely expresses the spirit of effective
counseling as well.
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The excerpt that follows is taken from Reverend
Martin Luther King, Junior’s Love Your Enemies, a
speech delivered at the Dexter Avenue Baptist Church
in Montgomery, Alabama on 17th November 1957.

Lillian Zimmerman

“I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that
curse you, do good to them that hate you, and pray for
them that despitefully use you; that ye may be the
children of your Father which is in heaven. ……..
Love is creative, understanding goodwill for all men.
It is the refusal to defeat any individual. When you
rise to the level of love, of its great beauty and power,
you seek only to defeat evil systems. Individuals who
happen to be caught up in that system, you love, but
you seek to defeat the system. ……….The strong
person is the person who can cut off the chain of hate,
the chain of evil. And that is the tragedy of hate that it
doesn’t cut it off. It only intensifies the existence of
hate and evil in the universe. Somebody must have
religion enough and morality enough to cut it off and
inject within the very structure of the universe that
strong and powerful element of love”.

Amor Dei pro omnibus
The word love comes from the Old English lufu, which is similar to the Old High German luba
meaning to love which comes from the Old English lēof meaning dear, and the Latin lubēre
meaning to please. So to love someone is to be pleased by and have the desire to please someone
held dear to you. But what is love in the Christian sense of the word? Aside from speaking to
God directly, the Bible is a good place to start, specifically the New Testament.
But I tell you, love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, that you
may be children of your Father in heaven. He causes his sun to rise on the evil
and the good, and sends rain on the righteous and the unrighteous. If you love
those who love you, what reward will you get? Are not even the tax collectors
doing that? (Matthew 5:44-46)
We are called to love everyone, friends, family, neighbors, and yes, even our enemies and
persecutors so that we may be the children of God the Father in Heaven. This calling seems
simple in its essence, but in fact it is not. God’s love for us is so pure and powerful we cannot
even hope to love anyone with that level of intensity and commitment, but it is our example to
strive for. We are told not to love those who love us because that is easy and self-rewarding. We

do not love to be loved and feel better about ourselves; we should love others because it is the
right thing to do.
This free love without the expectation for reciprocation is not easy to give. In fact it is an
everyday struggle to try and love the people that spit in your face and push you to the ground.
Our natural human instinct is often to stand up and fight back, but that is not seen as loving each
other like God wants. We should not seek restitution during this life because that action would
push us farther away from God. While not everyone believes in the Christian God, this pure love
of everyone should be a universal belief for the world. Acting out of love for everyone would
make the world a more positive, supportive place were fewer people suffered.
Do not repay anyone evil for evil. Be careful to do what is right in the eyes of
everyone. If it is possible, as far as it depends on you, live at peace with
everyone. Do not take revenge, my dear friends, but leave room for God’s wrath,
for it is written: “It is mine to avenge; I will repay,” says the Lord. (Romans
12:17-19)
Restitution is wrong in the eyes of God. While this does not mean that people should borrow
money and goods from another and not expect to have to pay them back, but that the person
loaning the goods or money should not demand interest and repayment. This call to love one
another would promote a situation where a person would be happy to loan the goods out because
they love the person they are loaning them to and the person receiving the loaned items would
repay this deed as soon as possible because they love the person loaning the goods to them.
God makes it clear that we are not called to judge each other that judgment is to be saved for
Him and only Him. In judging one another we push God away as well as we forget to love our
friends, enemies and oppressors. This is the evil chain that holds us down, preventing us from
reaching out to love one another. This would not only hurt ourselves, but those around us, the
ones we are called to love. This love for each other should supersede everything else except for
our love of God the Father. If we could love others like this, there would be no need for revenge
or compensation.
Jesus said, “Father, forgive them, for they do not know what they are doing.” And
they divided up his clothes by casting lots. (Luke 23:34)
Forgiveness is one of the best examples of love of another. By forgiving a person of their faults
you are telling them that even though a mistake was made it will not affect your opinion or
treatment of them. Jesus preaches forgiveness for all, and this is going to be the only way we can
get over our differences and past issues. Forgiving is not the same as forgetting, it’s more or a
calm remembrance of what happened but no longer blaming the other person for the pain caused.
With this act of love the past would never be forgotten, but would not be repeated, thus enacting
this love that Jesus promoted throughout his whole life.

